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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

Murray, KY 42071

750

Public gets first view of
Rogers MHS gymnasium

S.W.'s McKeel earns
Outstanding Educator
award at MSU

2014 prom to be held at new facility

— Positive impact cited
By 'IRISH LOFTON
MSU Print Media
The Murray State University college of education has presented Josh McKeel with the 2014 College of Education Outstanding
Educator Award. The award was presented during the recent
Harry M. Sparks Lecture.
McKeel began his educational
career by earning a bachelor of science degree in learning and behavior disorders from Murray State
University in 2002. He has since
served the education profession in
multiple venues. In his first position, McKeel was responsible for
developing and implementing
Individual Education Plans for students with special needs at the Day
Treatment
and
Alternative
Education Center for the Calloway
County School System. Later, he
became a special education teacher
at Calloway County High School.
At that time, McKeel decided to
transition from being a classroom
leader to becoming an educational
leader who could address the needs of an increasingly diverse
student and teacher population.
After earning an M.A. in school administration from Murray
State in 2008, McKeel served as an interim assistant principal at
Calloway County Middle School and as an assistant principal at
Calloway County High School before becoming the current principal at Southwest Calloway Elementary School. In fall 2014, he
will earn his Rank I in school administration from MSU.
The MSU College of Education Outstanding Educator Award
is presented each year in recognition of an educator's outstanding contributions in the educational field. It is designed to honor
those educators in academia who have made a major positive
impact in the lives of many students in the Murray State
University service region.
"I was very honored and very humbled to receive this,"
McKee! said. "I'm blessed every day to go to such a great school
with great teachers and staff and students with great support outside with parents and families."
McKeel said he hoped his tenure with the Calloway County
School system has impacted young people in a positive way. He
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Friday: Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high
near 71 South southwest
wind 10 to 13 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph.

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

Friday Night: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms before lam. Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 56.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 73. South wind 7 to
10 mph
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 59.
South wind 9 to 11 mph.
Sunday: A slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high near
75 South southwest wind 11 to
17 mph, with gusts as high as
24 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 58. South southwest
wind 10 to 14 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph.
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Board sets calendar, graduation date
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
At its monthly meeting Thursday, the
Murray Independent School District Board
of Education unanimously approved May
23 as the final instructional day of the
2013-14 school year for students and May
25 as the day MHS seniors will participate
in their commencement exercises.

6,7

054 Interest for
48 Months

"That means no students will return afte: specified total of 1,062 h9urs of instrucMemorial Day," MISD Superintendent tional time for the year. However,
Bob Rogers said, drawing approval from (Principal Denise) Whitaker added 15 minhis audience at the Carter Administration utes to the school day at the elementary
Building. "We were out 10 days and the school and that has gone very well and that
(Kentucky State Legislature) finally agreed is going to allow everyone to get their time
on a relief package for school districts, in.
meaning we only had to make up six. There
The 10 days MISD lost to this winter's
had been an issue with the elementary
school that they were not going to reach the
•See Page 2

Council discusses
historic buildings'
structural integrity
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council discussed the structural integrity
of the city's historic buildings
Thursday night and how their
owners could protect thern.
The discussion was spurred
by the recent partial building
collapse and partial roof collapse involving two separate
buildings downtown. The
council heard a brief summary
from Public Safety Committee
Chairman Jason Pittman on the
reports and discussion that took
place during the committee
meeting earlier in the evening.
During that meeting, Keith
Miller, the city's building official, said the city does not typically inspect a building unless
it receives a written complaint
expressing concern that some-
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger 8. Times
Murray Independent School District Superintendent Bob Rogers, middle, is shown with members of the MISD Board of Education
Thursday following the official opening of the Bob Rogers Murray High School Multipurpose Gymnasium. Board members unanimously approved naming the facility for Rogers earlier this year. The first major event planned for the gym is the 2014 MHS prom
later this month. From left are: Stuart Alexander, board vice chairman: Dr. Richard Crouch, board chairman: Rogers; Donnie
Winchester, board member, and Mark Vinson, board member. Not shown: Laura Pitman, board member.

•See Page 2

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
CLEANUP WORK: Kentucky Transportation Cabinet workers are pictured shoveling wet
cement Thursday morning after a truck spilled it at the northwest corner of 12th and Main
streets. The Murray Police Department was called to the scene for traffic control while Gary
Thompson of Federal Materials Company shoveled the hardening cement to the curb
before state workers came to haul it away.
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•MID Board...
From Front
snow and ice was not nearly as
many as other districts across
the state, Rogers said. Some
Special to the Ledger
improve safety and increase
districts in the eastern portion
A contractor for the Kentucky pavement life in this busy interof the commonwealth missed
Transportation Cabinet plans to section, he said.
as many as 30.
restrict traffic for concrete work
Todd advised, when the work
Meanwhile, graduation cereat the intersection of U.S. begins motorists should be alert
monies are now set for 2 p.m.
641/North 12th Street and US for lane restrictions and traffic
May 25 at Lovett Auditorium
641 - Business/K Y
12I/KY shifts required to facilitate ihe
on the Murray State University
1327/Chestnut
Street
in work in the North 12th
campus. MHS Principal Teresa
Calloway County starting after Street/Chestnut Street intersecSpeed said a big reason that
was selected was to prothe April 20 Easter holiday, tion in
date
Murray. Caution is
vide the MHS track and field
according to Keith Todd, public
required where equipment, nagJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times team with ample time to return
information officer for the
Max Cleaver of Cleaver Construction of Murray, left, shakes.
gers, and construction personnel
from the Kentucky State High
Kentucky
Transportation
hands with
Murray Independent School District School Meet at Shively Track
are working in close proximity
Cabinet's District One and
Superintendent Bob Rogers Thursday following the opening on the campus of the
to traffic flow.
District Two.
ceremony
This
of the Bob Rogers Murray High School University of Kentucky in
intersection
is
at
U.S.
641
The work was originally
Multipurpose
point
mile
Gymnasium. Also shown are MISD board mem- Lexington. That meet happens
8.121
in
scheduled to begin this week,
however. Todd said by waiting Murray. Approximately 30,000 bers Mark Vinson, second from left, and Dr. Richard Crouch, the previous day, a Saturday.
"We also had graduation on a
until after the Easter holiday the vehicles travel through this second from right.
Sunday last year, and that
intersection
day.
in
an
average
contractor can avoid taking
seemed to work out very well,"
down traffic control and putting he said.
Speed told board members.
River Town Construction is
it back up after the holiday.
"We also will have Project
Asphalt pavement in the inter- the prime contractor on this
Graduation that night, just like
section of U.S. 641 and U.S. $501,602 highway improvewe did last year as well."
641-Business will be replaced ment project. The estimated
Speed also added that this
with reinforced concrete to completion date is July I.
Staff Report
Police Department and Graves would perhaps allow a bit of
A foot chase Wednesday after- County and Henry County rest for MHS baseball and fastnoon resulted in the arrest of a (Tenn.) sheriff's offices for a pitch softball players. whose
Murray man Calloway County ground search.
Sheriff's Office deputies had
About two hours later, CCSO
been seeking.
said Deputy Danny Williams,
CCSO said it received a call at assisted by K-9s from MPD and
about 1:50 p.m. Wednesday, Graves, located the suspect hidFrom Front
Special to the Ledger
Todd said motorists should be informing the office that a want- ing under a log and
placed him
A contractor for the Kentucky alert for lane restrictions and ed subject was seen in the Old under arrest.
thing might be wrong with the
Transportation Cabinet plans to traffic shifts required to facili- Salem Road area near Murray.
CCSO arrested Apollo Tolmie. building. He said most of those
restrict traffic for concrete work tate the work. Caution is
Deputies were already in the 31, of Murray, who was served complaints are related to resiat the intersection of U.S. 641 required.
area and immediately responded with three warrants for proba- dential rental properties like
and KY 402 in Marshall County
tion violation and taken to the duplexes and apartments, and
This intersection in southern to the given location.
starting Monday. April 14, Marshall County is at
said
was
the subject
CCSO
Calloway County Jail. CCSO that not nearly as many are comU.S. 641
according to Keith Todd, public
found
toward
walking
Murray
also charged Tolmie with flee- plaints about commercial propmile point 1.197 and KY 402
information officer for the
on Old Salem and was ing and evading police on foot erties.
mile
point
Miller said that if the owner of
Kentucky
Transportation
approached by Capt. Richard in the first degree. second1.265. Approximately 7,000
building wants it inspected, he
Cabinet's District One and
Steen, resulting in the subject degree assault on a police offi- a
or she would need to hire a
vehicles travel through this fleeing on foot into a field. Once cer,
District Two.
resisting arrest and criminal
stnictural engineer to look at it.
intersection
at
Hardin
in
an
law officers had circled the area, trespass.
Asphalt pavement in the interCity
Administrator
Matt
Sheriff Bill Marcum requested
Individuals facing charges are
section of U.S. 64 I /Murray- average day.
Mattingly said there are some
River Town Construction is K-9 assistance from the Murray innocent until proven guilty.
Benton Road and KY 402 at
available grants that provide
Hardin will be replaced with the prime contractor on this
financial incentives for people
to have their buildings inspectreinforced concrete to improve $536,059 .highway improveed. Pittman said that while this
safety and increase pavement ment project. The estimated
might be a good approach,
life, he said.
completion date is July I.
many people might be averse to
"I hope I've allowed students
From Front
to have a desire to achieve getting an inspection because
said he wants every student to
they would have to fix any
greatness. and be the best. they
potential problems that migtit be
be able to look past whatever
found.
obstacles may be in their lives can be."
Ledger. Ft Times Staff Writer
Fire Chief Eric Pologruid and
and know that they are loved,
Fire Marshal Dickie Walls
they are important and that Austin Ramsey contributed to
Every Donation Brings Hope somebody believes in them.
spoke about the procedures the
this article.
department goes through when
securing the scene of a building
Ky. unemployment collapse.
Walls also spoke about the
benefit claims up
procedures for fire inspections,
which are unrelated to building
WASHINGTON (AP) —
inspections. He said he tries to
Weekly applications for U.S.
convey to the owners that he is
unemployment
benefits
there to help them protect their
dropped 32,000 last week to a
business, and that even if they
seasonally adjusted 300.000. take care of your buildings, they
'Please write Applicants' Name 6 Phone Number on the back'
Claims fell to their lowest point
are at risk if their neighbor does
•since
May
2007_several
not.
Pittman suggested tabling the
months before the Great
Recession started later that _ issue for the time being and
talking again about it soon. He
year. The decrease suggests
added that as the city's budget
strong momentum for hiring in
meetings progress, council
the coming months.
members would continue to talk
Here are the states with the
about the possibility of funding
biggest increases and decreases
the position of a code enforcein applications. The data is for
ment officer that could take a
the week that ended March 29, more active role in making sure
one week behind the national
buildings were safe.
figures:
In other business:
States vitt the biggest decreases
•The council voted to approve
Pennsylvania Down 2,007. due to fewer layoffs
a resolution authorizing the
in food service and construction
mayor to execute the documents
Texas. Down 1,821. due to fewer layoffs in
manutactunng. support services and information
necessary to bring Water
States vitth die biggest increases:
District 3 into the city and transCalifornia: Up 17.628, due to layoffs in services
fer
its
assets.
Projects
Oregon, Up 1.851, no reason given
Administrator
Peyton Mastera
Ohio: Up 1.200, due to layoffs in manufactling
said the city met April I about
and information
Kentucky Up 1.119, noreason given
the district coming into the city

CCSO: Man arrested after
foot chase on Old Salem Rd.

Region I tournaments are set to
start the following day.
s**
With all of the discussion
about the 2013-14 calendar
alterations, Director of Pupil
Personnel Dr. Tom Rendick
made sure to mention that the
2014-15 school year calendar
he presented to board members
was contingent on the weather.
"This is pending we have no
snow," Rendick interjected as
he listed the main dates of a
proposed I74-day slate that
will start with the teachers' first
day on Aug. I, followed by
development days on Aug. 4,5
and 6. "First day for students
will be Aug. 7 and their last day
will be May 14. 2015 if everything goes well."
In other business, the board
unanimously approved a preliminary staffing requests list
from Rogers for the 2014-15
school year Thursday. Rogers
said he made sure to list this as
tentative because of questions
concerning funding at the state
and federal levels that could
alter that list.

Road work set to begin
at Hardin intersection

•McKeel...

COLOR ME AND YOU COULD
WIN $50 FROM FNIE51

Drop it off at any FN E5 banking center by 4 pm on April 23,2014.

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

and received no public comment at that time.. Mattingly said
the district first came to The city
five or six years ago with the
request. The district has about
360 customers, Public Works
Director J.L. Barnett said.
•StormwaterlDrainage
Supervisor James Oakley was
recognized for becoming a
Certified Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System Specialist
by the CMS4S Application
Review Committee. Oakley said
there were only four such certifications in Kentucky and 280 in
the United States.
•The council passed the second
readings of two ordinance amendments mandated by the Kentucky
Division of Water.
• The city's director of planning
and engineering, David Roberts,
told the council that the Planning
Commission would meet Tuesday
kind would once again be reviewing the zoning request for a
I4.939-acre tract of land on the
east side of Robertson Road
South. On March 19, commissioners failed to forward a recommendation to the council after a
tied 5-5 vote. The council then
voted on March 27 to table the
request in hopes of getting a clear
recommendation from the commission at a later time.
• The Health Insurance
Committee heard the quarterly
insurance report. A representative
from
American
North
Administrators, the city's insurance provider, said the year was
off to good start with first three
months and that the city was compliant with the 2014 Affordable
Care Act requirements. Wellness
Committee Chairman Scott
Svebakken said there had been
increased participation in gym
memberships and other wellness
programs for employees, and that
the city needed funding to continue wellness challenges and keep
employees motivated to stay
healthy.
• At Mayor Bill Wells' request,
the council agreed to move the
final budget planning session
from April 28 to April 22. The
next budget meeting for the
Finance
Personnel
and
Committee is scheduled for 5:30
p.m. April 17.
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TimeCutter SS

Starting at
2499
•
cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

Happy Easter From FNB Bank!
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

• Offer applies only to single receipt qualifying purchases. Olfer valid on Tom Timecutters, TITANS and tC.E. Equipment. A promo fee will
be cPsaeed and included in the promo purr hase balance equal to'99 for purchases of '2,000 or more. No monthly interesl will
be
on promo purchase balance (including related promo foe)and fixed monthly payments are required equal tot)2.0831%, 2)
, 2.111 OK,or 1) S.S S So% ol initial promo purchase amount until promo s paid in full. The lined monttsfy payment will he rounded to it,..
next highest whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would be required * the purchase was a non.prornotionel
purchase. Regular account terms apply to non-promotional purchases For new accounts: Purchase Al'* i$ 23.9916; 1.11riimum Months
interest Charge is 2 Existing cardholders should see their r real card agreement for their appticable terms Subject
to credit epproiral.

See ckoirt of lofo.com (info ca for(anadian residents)for warranty details, Product availability. pricing ft special promotions are subiett to deafer options,
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Expansion at hospital nearly complete
HAZARD,Ky,JAP) — A $47 million expansion project at the
Appalachian Regional Healthcare hospital in Hazard is nearly
complete.
WYMT-TV reports the new three-story addition called the Joe
Craft Tower has 50 patient rooms and 16 ICU beds. It also has a
helipad on the top of the tower.
"Instead of flying their patients out to Lexington,they can fly
their patients into here," said ER Director Bart Francis, And
hopefully they'll see that we have a great facility now."
The emergency department on the first floor is set to open next
Thursday. The rest of the facility is slated to open later this spring.
Hospital officials say they hope the expansion decreases wait
times for patients and serves as a model for other hospitals in the
region.
"The area definitely needs it," said Chief Nursing Officer Judy
Craft. "Our goal also is to keep the people in this community and
still offer the same level of care that they would receive in the bigger cities."
Hazard native Joe Craft helped fund the project with a large
donation early this year.
Officials say it also will boost the area's economy, and they hope
to add staff.

Man involved in double slaying dies
STANFORD,Ky.(AP) — A man who pleaded guilty in 2009 to
participating in a double slaying in central Kentucky has died in
prison.
WKYT-TV reports Neccolus Mundy died Monday, less than a
week after being found unresponsive in his cell at Northpoint
Training Center.
Mundy was serving 20 years for his role in the fatal shootings of
18-year-old Bo Upton and 20-year-old Ryan Shangraw in a
Lincoln County trailer in 2002. Prosecutors said the shootings
were drug-related.
State corrections officials say Mundy had been experiencing
medical issues just before his death.
The coroner said there was no visible trauma to his body.
Autopsy results and toxicology tests are pending.

lion. says it has reached milestone
LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — The University of Louisville is set
to celebrate a major milestone in its $1 billion fundraising campaign that started in 2007.
UofL President James Ramsey is planning to lead the campus
event that will include students, faculty and staff on Thursday.
Ramsey recently said UofL was close to meeting its billion-dollar capital campaign goal.
The money raised is earmarked for scholarships, endowed faculty chairs, research and new facilities.
liofL initially set a fundraising goal of $750 million by 2013.
School trustees raised the goal to $1 billion and extended the campaign throu,gh June of this year.
Kentucky's public universities have endured a series of state
spending cuts in recent years. The two-Year budget passed recently
by state lawmakers includes a 1.5 percent funding cut for universities in the first year.

Economic issues on agenda at conference
SOMERSET, Ky.(AP) — Leaders from southern and eastern
Kentucky are planning to discuss key economic issues facing the
Appalachian region at the 27th annual East Kentucky Leadership
Conference.
The two-day conference is set for April 24-25 at The Center for
Rural Development in Somerset.
Gov. Steve Beshear and U.S. Rep. Harold Rogers are scheduled
to attend the event.
Topics will include employment, education, broadband access,
entrepreneurship and opportunities for young people. The conference theme is "Transforming Crisis into Opportunity." The event
will give participants a chance to discover and develop creative
solutions to the region's problems.
Rogers says it's time for the region's leaders to "dig deep and
think outside the box" in looking for ways to create more opportunities in the region.

State panel approves incentives projects
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A state panel has approved more
than $8.5 million in state tax incentives for a Newport hotel and a
Frankfort distillery.
The Kentucky Tourism Development Authority approved $8 million in incentives for a planned $33 million, 150-room hotel in
Newport. The hotel is planned to sit next to Newport on the
Levee, a retail and entertainment center near Cincinnati. About
$550,000 will go to a 6,000 square-foot expansion of the visitor
center at the Buffalo Trace Distillery in Frankfort.
Each project must be open to the public more than 100 days per
year and attract at least 25 percent of visitors from out of state to
receive the incentives, which are based on estimated sales taxes
generated over 10 years.

Possible 5th
undetwater
signal heard
in jet search
By KRISTIEN GEUNEAU
and NICK PERRY
Associated Press
PERTH, Australia (AP) —
An Australian aircraft Thursday
detected what may be the fifth
signal coming from a manmade device deep in the Indian
Ocean, adding to hopes that
searchers will soon pinpoint the
object's location and send down
a robotic Vehicle to confirm if it
is a black box from the missing
Malaysian jet.
The Australian air force P-3
Orion, which has been dropping sonar buoys into the water
near where four earlier sounds
were heard, picked up a "possible signal" that may be from a
man-made source, said Angus
Houston, who is coordinating
the search off Australia's west
coast.
"The acoustic data will
require
further
analysis
overnight," Houston said in a
statement.
If confirmed, the signal
would further narrow the hunt
for Malaysia Airlines Flight
370, which vanished on March
8 while flying from Kuala
Lumpur to Beijing with 239
people aboard.
The Australian ship Ocean
Shield picked up two underwater sounds on Tuesday, and two
sounds it detected Saturday
were determined to be consistent with the pings emitted
from a plane's flight recorders,
or "black boxes."
The Australian air force has
been dropping sonar buoys to
maximize the sound-detectors
operating in a search zone that
is now the size of the city of
Los Angeles.
Navy
Australian
Royal
Commodore Peter Leavy said
each buoy is dangling a
hydrophone listening device
about 300 meters (1,000 feet)
below the surface.'Each buoy
transmits its data via radio back
to the plane.
The underwater search zone
is currently a 1,300-squarekilometer (500-square-mile)
patch of the ocean floor, and
narrowing the area as much as
possible is crucial before an
unmanned submarine can be
sent to create a sonar map of a
potential debris field on the
seabed.
The Bluefin 21 sub takes six
times longer to cover the same
area as the pinger locator being
towed by the Ocean Shield,and
would take six weeks to two
months to canvass the current
underwater search zone. That's
why the acoustic equipment is
still being used to get a more
precise location, U.S. Navy
Capt. Mark Matthews said.

• The City of Murray Water
System has cancelled its
plans to flush fire hydrants
Monday,April 21, through
Friday, April 25.
According to a spokesperson for the city, a notice wil
new dates will be issued at a
later time.

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
WATER UNE CONSTRUCTION: Signs block North 18th Street Wednesday morning while a
crew was busy with water line construction work near KY 121 North. The work had been
planned earlier, but weather conditions delayed progress on the project.

Attorney: Stabbing rampage came out of nowhere
MURRYSVILLE,Pa. AP) — The 16-y ear-old
boy charged in a stabbing spree at a high school
outside Pittsburgh was not troubled and his family didn't see any sign that he v, as capable of ‘iolence, his attorney said Thursday. deepening the
mystery over what prompted the rampage that
injured 21 students and a security guard.
Alex Hribal did not have a history of mental
illness, defense attorney Patrick Thomassey
said, adding that he's not aware that the slender.
dark-haired boy had been bullied, either.
He said the attack seemingly came out of
nowhere.
"He's not a loner. He wouldn't be described h
other students as a weirdo or anything like that.
He's well liked. He's a B stude M...e
H comes I i-onl
a great family," Thomassey told WI.\F.comparing his parents to those in the 1950s and
'60s TV show "The Adventures of Oiiie and
Harriet."
Hribal was charged Wednesday night with four
counts of attempted homicide and 21 counts of
aggravated assault. He was jailed without bail.
Authorities said he would be prosecuted as an
adult.
Authorities said Hribal. wielding two kitchen
knives,.stabbed and slashed students Wednesday
morning as he ran down a hallway at Franklin
Regional High School. about 15 miles east of
Pittsburgh. The rampage began shortly after 7
a.m. and lasted about five minutes. ending when
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an assistant principal tackled the suspect and
subdued him.
At a brief hearing Wednesday night, District
Attorney John Peck said that after he was taken
into custody. Hribal made comments suggesting
he wanted to die. At the hearing, Thomassey
described him as a good student who got along
ith others, and asked for a psychiatric examination.
The attorney told ABC's "Good Morning
America" on Thursday that any defense he offers
would likely he based on Hribal's mental health.
Ile said he hoped to Move the charges against the
teenager to juvenile court, where he could be
rehabilitated. If convicted as an adult. Hribal
faces likely decades in prison.
Although some students have speculated that
holly ing might have prompted the boy's actions,
lurry s‘ ilie police Chief Thomas Seefeld has
said he knows of no evidence to support the idea
at this point.
Thomassey told several media outlets that
Hribal is remorseful, though he acknowledged
his client didn't appear to appreciate the gravity
of his actions.
"At this point, he's confused, scared and
depressed. Over the next few days we'll try to
figure out what the heck happened here,"
Thomassey told ABC. "I think he understands
what he did. ... I o;lon't think he realizes how
se‘erely injured some of these people are."
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Sebelius resigns after health care rollout fiasco

Keine McKinney Holt
Nellie McKinney Holt.96. of Dexter. Ky., died Tuesday. April 8,
2014 at her home.
Fu-2ral services will be Saturday, April 12, 2014 at I p.m. at
Heritage Family Funeral Home with Shelby
Underhill officiating. Burial will follow in Brooks
Chapel Cemetery. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m.
Friday, April 11, 2014 at the funeral home.
She was born Aug. 31, 1917 in Adams,Tenn., to
Charles E. and Maude Unger McKinney. She was
the oldest member of Bethel Fellowship
Pentecostal, Murray.
Mrs. Holt is survived by six daughters, Carol
Franklin Barrett, Brenda Richardson, Judith
Vaughn, all of Dexter, Deborah Hale and husband
Holt
Phil, Rebecca Thompson, all of Almo and Sherry
Holt of Murray; four sons, Alden R. Holt, Jr. and wife LaVerne of
Murray, Richard Holt and wife Carol of Almo,David Holt and wife
Cynthia and Douglas Holt, all of Murray; 31 grandchildren, 49
great-grandchildren, 18 great-great-grandchildren and several stepgrandchildren and stepgreat-grandchildren; one brother, Ralph
McKinney, Staunton, 111.; lots of nieces and nephews and family
friend Jennie Hill-Howell of Almo.
She was preceded in death by her parents; husband, Alden
Raymond Holt, Sr., to whom she was married Dec. 26, 1934 and
who died April 16, 2008; two brothers; six sisters; three daughters,
Amber Kelleher Mansker, Betty Holt and Dorothy Wagoner; two
sons, Jack Holt and Charles Holt; three grandchildren, one greatgrandchild, two great-great-grandchildren and several little angels
that went home to be with the Lord before birth.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice Care. 803
Poplar Street, Murray, Ky. 42071 or to Bethel Fellowship
Pentecostal Church,9950 KY 94E.. Murray, Ky.42071.
Online condolences may be left at.www.imesmiller.com.
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.
The number of times published or the kngth of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

By HAJE PACE
mal announcement. Obama has not nomiAssociated Press
nated anyone to replace Burwell as budget
WASHINGTON (AP) - Embattled Health director.
and Human Services Secretary Kathleen
Obama remained publicly supportive of
Sebelius is resigning as the White House Sebelius throughout the rough rollout,
seeks to move past the election-year politi- deflecting Republican calls for her resignacal damage inflicted by the rocky rollout of tion. But she was conspicuously not standPresident Barack Obama's signature health ing by his side last week when he heralded
care law.
the sign-up surge during an event in the
Sebelius resignation comes just over a White House Rose Garden.
week after sign-ups closed for the first year
The official said the 65-year-old Sebelius
of insurance coverage under the so-called approached Obama last month about stepObamacare law. The opening weeks of the ping down, telling him that the sign-up
enrollment period were marred by wide- deadline was a good opportunity for a transpread website woes,though the administra- sition and suggesting he would be better
tion rebounded strongly by enrolling 7.1 served by someone who was less of a politimillion people by the March 31 deadline, cal target.
exceeding initial expectations. Enrollment
A spokeswoman for Sen. Pat Roberts, a
has since risen to 7.5 million as people were Republican from Sebelius' home state of
given extra time to complete applications.
Kansas, called the resignation "a prudent
Even with the late surge in sign-ups, the decision" given what she called the total
law remains unpopular with many failure of Obamacare implementation.
Americans and Republicans have made it a
Sebelius dropped no hints about her resigcenterpiece of their efforts to retake the nation Thursday when she testified at a
Senate in the fall.
budget hearing. Instead, she received conSebelius' resignation could also set the gratulations from Democratic senators on
stage for a contentious confirmation hearing the sign-up surge.
to replace her.In a sign that the White House
A popular former governor of Kansas,
is seeking to avoid a nomination fight, the Sebelius has been one of Obama's longestpresident was tapping Sylvia Mathews serving Cabinet officials and his only HHS
Burwell, the director of the Office of secretary. She was instrumental in shepherdManagement and Budget, to replace ing the health care law through Congress in
Sebelius. Burwell was unanimoLsly con- 2010 and implementing its initial compofirmed by the Senate for her current post.
nents, including a popular provision that
, A White House official requested allows young people to stay on their parents'
anonymity to'confirrn Sebelius' resignation insurance plans until age 26.
and Burwell's nomination ahead of the forBut' Sebelius' relationship with the White

House frayed during the fall rollout of the
insurance exchanges that are at the center of
the sweeping overhaul. The president and
his top advisers appeared caught off guard
by the extent of the website woes, with
warnings from those working on the technology never making it to the West Wing.
After technical problems crippled online
sign-ups after the Oct. I launch, the White
House sent management expert and longtime Obama adviser Jeffrey Zients to oversee a rescue operation that turned things
around by the end of November. After taking helm of the project. Zients said management issues were partly to blame but did not
point the finger at any individuals.
Sebelius took personal responsibility for
the chaotic launch of the website and asked
the HHS inspector general to conduct an
investigation. That report is not expected for
months.
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, a
staunch supporter of the health care law,
praised Sebelius as a "forceful,effective and
essential" secretary.
"Secretary Sebelius was a leader in the
long effort to make history for our country
with passage of the Affordable Care Act,"
the California Democrat said in a statement.
In nominating the 48-year-old Burwell,
Obama is tapping a Washington veteran with
a low-profile and the respect of some
Republicans on Capitol Hill. Though she
only joined the Obama administration last
year, Burwell held several White House and
Treasury posts during President Bill
Clinton's administration.

Putin: Ukraine debt threatens Europe Judge says
gas supplies if debts remain unsettled flashing lights
Beshear signs cannabis oil bill By VLADIMIR ISACHEPMOV Hundreds of pro-Russian pro- or partially cease gas deliver- is free speech

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky farmers can grow
hemp, and now Kentucky doctors can use it for medicine.
Gov. Steve Beshear signed
into law on Thursday a bill that
allows doctors at two Kentucky
research hospitals to 'prescribe
cannabidiol to treat patients.
The oil gets a lot of attention
because it comes from marijuana plants. But Kentucky plans to
get its supply from industrial
hemp crops that at least seven
Kentucky farmers plan to plant
next month.
The bill Beshear signed comes
one year after the Kentucky legislature laid the groundwork for
the state to begin growing hemp
again - marijuana's less potent
cousin that once thrived in
Kentucky before it was banned.
The federal farm bill - signed
into law in February - allows
states to grow hemp for research
purposes. Next month, at least
seven Kentucky farmers plan to
plant hemp for various pilot
projects in partnership with
Kentucky research universities,
according to Holly Harris
VonLuehrte, chief of staff for
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and NATALIYA VASILYEVA
Kentucky
Agriculture Associated Press
Commissioner James Comer.
MOSCOW (AP) - Vladimir
Those projects include medical .Putin warned Europe on
research.
Thursday that it may face a shutSupporters of the bill note that down of Russian natural gas
cannabidiol has been particularly supplies if it fails. to help
effective in treating seizures in Ukraine settle its enormous
children. That's one of the main Russian gas bill - a debt that
reasons state Sen. Julie Denton, fai exceeds a bailout package
R-Louisville. sponsored the bill. offered by the International
Denton has a daughter who once Monetary Fund.
•
suffered from epilepsy.
The Russian president's letter
"People were having to move to 18 mostly Eastern European
out of our state to go and live in leaders, released Thursday by
Colorado or, California just so the Kremlin,aimed to divide the
they could get this. I thought 28-nation European Union and
that was crazy," Denton said. "If siphon off to Russia the billions
it's really great, we should have that the international community
that available for our folks here plans to lend to Ukraine. It was
in Kentucky."
all part of Russia's efforts to
The law is effective immedi- retain control over its struggling
ately. But don't expect Kentucky neighbor, which is teetering on
doctors to begin writing pre- the verge of financial ruin and
scriptions. The law limits pre- facing a pro-Russian separatisi
scriptions only to doctors at the mutiny in the east.
University of Louisville and
Putin's message is clear: The
University
of
Kentucky EU has tried to lure Ukraine
research hospitals. Gary Mans,a from Russia's orbit and into its
Louisville fold, so it should now foot
University
Of
spokesman,said doctors are just Ukraine's gas bill - or face the
beginning to discuss when,how country's economic collapseand
often and in what dosages to a disruption of its own gas supprescribe cannabidiol.
plies.
The tough warning raises the
ante ahead of international talks
on settling the Ukrainian crisis
that for the first time will bring
together the United States, the
European Union, Russia and
DONATE BLOOD
Ukraine.
The U.S. State Department on
Thursday condemned what it
called "Russia's efforts to use
.11.
American
energy as a tool of coercion
-111" Red Cross
against Ukraine."
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To recognize the contribution Kentucky Veterans have made to the liberty we enjoy. we are
assigning grave spaces in Murray Memorial Gardens in Murray. As an honorably discharged
Veteran of the United States Armed Forces, you may qualify for Free Burial Space. However.
you must register for this. You must be able to show proof of Honorable Discharge. There are
a number of Veteran's spaces available. Certificates for spaces will be issued on a first come,
first serve basis. To assure reservations, clip & mail the registration below.
„or

Without obligation I would like to receive information on the following.

Published Monday through Saturday.
Not published on Sundays, Memorial
Day,July 4,Labor Day.Thanksgiving
Day, Christmas Day and New Years
Day. Periodicals postage paid at
Murray, KY. POSTMASTER: Send
address changes to THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES, P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071-1040
MISS YOUR PAPER? Let us know as
soon as possible so we can get one to
you or give you credit. Call 753-1916.
Murray Ledger & Times(UR'S 3087001 • Marray Ledger & Times is a
member of the Associated Press,
Keatncky Press Association aid
Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association. The Associated Press is
ezeineively entitled to news originated
by Murray Ledger & Times.

Prices as of 3:00 p.111.

Investments Since 1854

Veterans Who Have Honorably Served
Their Country In Time Of War Or Peace

Mailed in Calloway County,KY $105.
By mail to rest of KY, Graves &
Marshall Counties $IM. All other
mail subscriptions $145.

GRANTS PASS,Ore.(AP)Hauling a truckload of logs to a
Southern Oregon mill last fall,
Chris Hill noticed a sheriffs
deputy behind him and flashed
his lights to warn a UPS driver
coming the other way.
The deputy putted over Hill
on U.S. Highway 140 in White
City and handed him a $260
ticket for improperly using his
headlights, saying another
deputy had seen the flashing
lights from behind the UPS
tryck and alerted him to stop the
log truck because of the signaling.
Outraged, Hill decided to
fight the ticket, and on
Wednesday, a Jackson County
Justice Court judge dismissed
the citation, finding that
motorists flashing their headlights amounts to speech protected
by
the
Oregon
Constitution.
*Judge Joseph Carter determined the law covering the use
of high beams was valid, but
was unconstitutional as it was
applied by the deputy.
"The Citation was clearly
given to punish the Defendant
for that expression," the judge
wrote. "The government certainly can and should enforce
the traffic laws for the safety of
all drivers on the road.
However, the government cannot enforce the traffic laws, or
any other laws,to punish drivers
for their expressive conduct."
The Jackson County Sheriffs
Office did not return a telephone call for comment.

LI Free Veteran's Burial Space
Ll Veteran and Spouse Burial Site
Li Veteran's Benefits Pamphlet and Family Record Guide
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ies."
Putin told the leaders that a
shutdown of Russian gas supplies will increase the risk of
Ukraine siphoning off gas
intended for the rest of Europe
and will make it difficult to
accumulate sufficient reserves to
guarantee uninterrupted delivery
to European customers next
winter. He urged quick talks
between Russia and European
consumers of Russian gas.
"The fact that our European
partners have unilaterally withdrawn from the concerted efforts
to resolve the Ukrainian- crisis,
and even from holding consultations with the Russian side,
leaves Russia no alternative,"
Putin said.
The letter was addressed to 18
heads of states in Europe,
including Serbia and Bulgaria,
which both rely on Russia for
about 90 percent of their gas
supplies.
Putin has been tightening the
economic screws on the cashstrathyed Kiev government since
it came to power in February
after Ukraine's Russia-leaning
president fled the country after
months of protest.
Starting this month, Russia
state energy giant Gazprom
scrapped all discounts on gas to
Ukraine, meaning a 70 percent
price hike that will add to the
debt figure. Ukraine has also
promised the IMF it will cut
energy subsidies to residents in
exchange for a bailout - which
means gas prices were set to rise
50 percent on May I even before
Putin's latest salvo.

* * *

NOTICE TO ALL VETERANS

Chris Woodall. Advertising Mgr.
ads@ murray ledgercom

Circulation
circulation@murrayledgercom

testers - some armed ,- were
still occupying Ukrainian government buildings in Donetsk
and Luhansk while authorities
sought a peaceful solution
Thursday to the five-day standoff. And in northwest Romania,
U.S. and Romanian forces
kicked off a week of joint military exercises.
The amount that Putin claims
Ukraine owes is growing by billions every week - and his letter raises the specter of a new
gas dispute between Russia and
Ukraine That could affect mulch
of Europe. In 2009, Moscow
turned off-gas supplies to Kiev
in the dead of winter, leading to
freezing cities across Eastern
Europe as Russian gas stopped
moving through Ukrainian
pipelines to other nations.
In the letter, Putin said
Ukraine owes Russia $17 billion
due to the termination of gas discounts and potentially another
$18.4 billion as a take-or-pay
fine under their 2009 gas contract. He added that on top of
that $35.4 billion, Russia also
holds $3 billion in Ukrainian
government bonds.
The total amount is far greater
than the estimated $14 billion to
$18 billion bailout that the
International Monetary Fund is
considering for Ukraine,
Putin warned that Ukraine's
mounting debt is forcing
Moscow to demand advance
payments for further gas supplies. He said that if Ukraine
failed to make such payments,
Russia's state-controlled gas
giant Gazprom will "completely
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DATEBOOK
DAR to meet
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution will
meet at the Welcome Center of First Baptist
Church Saturday, April 12,at 2 p.m. Guests will
be the ladies of the Clarks River Chapter and
the guest speaker will be Jean Ellen Hiter
Melton of Lexington. She is the DAR National
Chairman of Literacy Promotion and the
State Chairman of the Junior
Datebook Kentucky
American Citizens Committee. Hostesses will
Martha
be Susan Hart, Patsy Miller, Kate Reeves and
Finney Andrus,
Emily Gaddie.
Community
editor

MHS fish fry to be held

The Murray High School football program is sponsoring a fish fry
in the Murray Middle School cafeteria from 11 a.m. until 1:30 p.m.,
on Sunday. April 13, at the Murray Middle School cafeteria. There
will also be an opportunity to meet the new head football coach.
Tickets are available from any Murray High School football player
or they may be purchased at the door. All proceeds will go to the
football program.

Blood donation opportunity
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will be at
First United Methodist Church Sunday, April 13, from 9 a.m. until
3 p.m. in the gymnasium. For questions or mote information, contact Melissa Easley (270) 753-8096.

MSU plant sale to be held
The Murray State University Horticulture Department will have a
plant sale Saturday. April 12,from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the Pullen
Farm.

Kirksey breakfast to be held
The Kirksey United Methodist Church will host a free community breakfast Saturday, April 12. from 8-10 a.m. at the church, 3691
KY 299, next to the ballpark. A traditional country breakfast will be
offered including biscuits and gravy, sausage,eggs and bacon. The
public is invited. Any donations will benefit area food pantries.

Rebate day for Stroke Support Group
A rebate day will be held at The Station on Saturday, April 12,
from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. All proceeds will benefit the Murray
Stroke Support Group/Stroke Camp. The Station is located on
North 12th Street in the same building as Radio Shack. Please place
your receipts and donations in the boot at the front counter.

CCPL offers free computer classes
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a free computer
class on learning how to use Facebook on Tuesday, April 15, from
5-7 p.m. and on Thursday, April 17, from 12:30-2:30 p.m. in the
library meeting room. Pre-registration is required at (270) 7532288.

Genealogical Club to meet
'rile Senior Citizens Genealogical Club will meet Friday, April
11, at 12:30 p.m. at the Senior Citizens center. The program will be
a "show and tell" of your genealogy items. Those 60 years of age
and over are welcome to attend. For more information, contact
Janice Thornton (571) 309-5640.

Retired Teachers to meet
Callow,ay Count) Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday. April 14, at the Murray Woman's Club House at 11:30
a.m. Dr. Tony Brannon,dean of the school of agriculture, will present the program. Murray Independent retirees will serve a light
lunch. All members of the Kentucky Teacher Retirement System
are encouraged to attend.

MWC Music Dept. to meet
The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 15, at the club house. Contests for middle
and high school will be held. Hostesses are Sally Duford-Foley,
Kathy Stanfa, Julia Caldwell, Vonnie Adams, Mary Ann Russell,
Susie Bargo and Barbara Lax. The public is invited.

Blood donation opportunity
An opportunity to donate blood to the American Red Cross will
be Tuesday. April IS,from 1-6 p.m. at Southwest Calloway County
Elementary School.

Country Ham breakfast to be held
Murray Masonic Lodge 105 will have a country ham breakfast
on Saturday, April 12,from 6-10 a.m. on KY 121 N.

Free health screening offered
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The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be offering a free
health screening for blood pressure and blood sugar from 8:30I I :30 a.m. Tuesday. April 15, at the Weak's Senior Citizen Center.

Quilt Lovers to meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. April IS, at 6 p.m. at
the Senior Citizens Center of the Weaks Community Center. All
interested quilters are welcome.

Library to hold Easter egg hunt
The Calloway County Public Library will host their annual Easter
egg hunt and picnic Wednesday. April 16, from 10:30 a.m. until
noon. Children ages one to ten years of age who are accompanied
by an adult are invited to bring a basket and blanket. The hunt will
feature hundreds of eggs and participants will enjoy a picnic lunch
of grilled hot dogs, chips and cookies. This event is free of charge
and no registration is required and will be held rain or shine. For
more information, contact Sandy Linn (270)753-2288.

COMMUNITY

Distinguished Alumni at MSU to be recognized
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will
be
honoring
the
2014
Distinguished Alumnus at a dinner in their honor on Friday,
April II. Those chosen for this
honor are Jack Wolf, Dr. E. L.
Lartaster and Dr. Eddie Wells.
The Distinguished Alumnus
Award was established in 1962
with the purpose of honoring the
achievements and dedication of
exceptional alumni who have
made significant contributions
in their professions. The
Distinguished Alumnus Award
is the highest award granted at
Murray State and it honors
alumni who have truly devoted
themselves to their professions
and enhanced the lives of others.
Wolf is originally from
Louisville. He attended Murray
State on a football scholarship
from 1967-71
and received
his bachelor's
degree
and
master's
degree in economics. Wolf
founded and
managed
a
hedge fund at
Columbus
Woff
Partners
in
Atlanta. Ga., before retiring so
that he could pursue his lifelong
passion of thoroughbred racing.
In 2000, he and his wife, Laurie,
founded Starlight Stables by
purchasing nine yearlings. The
Starlight Racing team has had
multiple horses entered in the
Kentucky Derby, the Breeder's
Cup and the Kentucky Oaks
races as well as 58 stakes victories and three Eclipse Awards. In
2013, Wolf was named the
Warner L. Jones Horseman of
the Year. The Wolfs currently
split their time living in
Louisville and Saratoga Springs,
N.Y. Wolf has four children;
Lauren, Bryan, Elinor and Jake.
Lancaster grew up in Dover,
Tenn. In high school, he commuted to MSU
to study piano
with John C.
Winter
and
trumpet with
Richard
Farrell.
He
credits both of
them with a
profound
influence on
Lancaster
his
musical
career. He earned a bachelor of
music education degree in 1970
from Murray. He was a member
of Phi Mu Alpha, Omicron
Delta Kappa, the Murray State
Marching Band and the Murray
State Concert Choir. He continued his education at the

Mental Health training to be held
A training to provide more information on advance directives for
mental health treatment will be held Thursday, April 17, at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Educational Services
Building at 205 South Eighth Street. For more information,contact
(270)748-6133.

Gentry House seeks donations
The Gentry House is in need of gently used furniture, cleaning
supplies, latindry/dish soaps and cash donations. Please contact the
staff at(27?) 761-6802 or the gentryhouse@gmail.com.
••••••...0".••••••••111999himp•

University of Illinois and
Northwestern University. earning his Ph.D. in 1979.
Since 1997, Lancaster has
been senior vice president and
keyboard editor-in-chief at
Alfred Music in Van Nuys,
Calif. Before that, he was a professor at William Rainey Harper
College for eight years and a
professor at the University of
Oklahoma for 18 years. At the
University of Oklahoma he
founded the graduate degree
program in piano pedagogy and
was awarded a named professor.
He and his wife, Dr. Gayle
Kowalchyk, are co-authors of
over 500 instructional books,
edited editions and original
compositions for piano student'
published by Alfred Music.
Among those publications is
Alfred's Group Piano Adults,
currently used as a textbook in
the MSU piano program.
Lancaster and Kowalchyk live
in Calabasas. Calif., and have
two children. Their daughter is a
sfnior graphic design major at
Cal Poly in San Luis Obispo,
Calif., and their son is a freshman percussion performance
major at the University of
Michigan at Ann Arbor.
Dr. Eddie Wells was born in
Calloway County in 1940 in a
community
that is now
under
Kentucky
M
ar
Lake. In 1958,
he graduated
from Murray
High School
and never considered going
anywhere else
Wells
besides
Murray State for his college
education. He graduated from
Murray State University in 1962
with a degree in physics and
mathematics. His brother,
Tommy Wells, played baseball
for Murray State and is in the
Murray State Athletic Hall of
Fame.
After leaving Murray State,
Wells went on to study astrono-
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Baby Registry
Ellen & Josh Adams
Lauren Alexander & Steven Thomas
Emily & Michael Ashton
Kelly & Jordan Barnes
Kale &

Blake Cary

Melinda & Tim Clark
Courtney & Eric Deasel
Brittany & Daniel Farr
Jessica & David Free
Gail & Phil Gray

Alumni of
CCHS to offer
scholarships
Special to the Ledger
The alumni and associates of
Calloway County Schools are
offering two scholarships of
$500 each to seniors who have
at least a 3.0 GPA and an ACT
score of at least 18. At least one
parent/guardian or grandparent
must be a member of the
Alumni and Associates of
Calloway County Schools.
Applications are available in
the guidance office of Calloway
County High School on
Monday, April 14, and are due
to be returned to the guidance
office by Monday, April 28.
Winners of the scholarships will
be ahnounced at Senior Night in
May.

NV,RI.".'

Buck Cancer to have rebate day
Buck Cancer Relay for Life team will have a rebate day at
Sirloin Stockade Tuesday, April 15. Rebate coupons must be presented when ordering. Coupons can be found at sirloinstockademun-ay.com or can be picked up at Buck's Body Shop.
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Cara & Trey Green
Tiffany & Mathew Harris
Lora Hopkins & Rob Gingles
Ashley Jackson & Cody Tynes
Addie & Zach Jameson
Brittni & Josh Kerr
Alicia & Johnathon Maxwell
Jennifer & Lauren Miller
Ashley Moore & Christopher McClain
Jessica Owen & Jarren Litchfield
Erin & Brandon Passrivre
Jonathan & Megan Haverstock-Poston
Joannah & Brian Rogers
Chelsea Smith & Steven Durr
Michele & Tim Underhill
Krista & Jared Vincent
Meredith & Adam Walters
Charlsie & Jesse Williams
Shama Williams & Cameron Stockwell
Chasity & Mark York

aft

For movies & showtimes
Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314.
On your computer or smartphone
go to the Chen website at
www.moviesinmurray.com

Al movies !resented in
iii-Def Digital Profettion

Children's Clothing tt Accessortes
"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
ww. sidrabbitmurra -cum
fle•lie•OS•••••••OD•MO•
as a NS 9 Ile 9 ea•ea•se se

my at Cornell University, the
University of Texas and
University of Pittsburg, where
he received his Ph.D. While at
Murray State, Wells took a campus job during the slimmer
where he helped set up telescopes for a teacher conference
on campus. He credits this experience as the first time he had
ever been introduced to astronomy and the moment when he
found his passion for his future
career. After many years of
researching numerous celestial
bodies, Wells joined the Space
Telescope Science Institute at

John Hopkins in Baltimore.
Md., where he worked for 22
years. While there, he teamed up
with a small group of scientists
who eventually went on to
launch the Hubble Space
Telescope.
Wells has been retired for 10
years from the astronomy field
and relocated to Ft. Collins.
Colo., and has taken up oil
painting and researching the
genealogy of his family and is
currently in the process of writing two books on both sides of
his family with his brother.

WHAT'S cog LUNCH?
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Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of April 14 - April 18 have been
released by Kady Arant, Calloway director, and April Adams.
Murray director. Menus, subject to occasional changes based on
availability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.
Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - mini
waffles; Tuesday - cereal & toast; Wednesday - scrambled eggs
& toast; Thursday - mini cinis; Friday - pancake & sausage
on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - grilled cheese sandwich, cooked carrots;
Tuesday - chicken quesadilla, whole kernel corn; Wednesday
- pizza, baked beans; Thursday - salisbury steak w/wg roll,
mashed potatoes; Friday - chicken & dumplings, blackeyed peas.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal and toast served
daily - Monday - egg & cheese on toast; Tuesday - biscuit
& gravy; Wednesday- mini pancakes; Thursday - chicken biscuit:
Friday - bacon, egg & cheese tornado.
Lunch: Monday - cheeseburger, mozzarella sticks w/marina,
french fries, glazed carrots; Tuesday - chicken fajita nachos,
hot dog, pinto beans, mexican rice; Wednesday - chicken nuggets
w/wg roll, grilled cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes w/gravy,
green beans; Thursday - spaghetti w/garlic bread, bbq chicken
sandwich, tossed salad w/dressing, whole kernel corn, baked
apples, veggie tray; Friday - pizza, fish sandwich, broccoli w/cheese
sauce, great northern beans.
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday
- bacon, egg & cheese tornado; Tuesday - french toast sticks;
Wednesday - mini cinis; Thursday - pancake & sausage on
a stick; Friday - sausage biscuit.
Lunch: Monday - fish nuggets, hot & spicy chicken sandwich,
great northern beans, carrots w/ff ranch; Tuesday - chicken
nuggets w/wg roll, hot ham & cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes,
green beans; Wednesday - taco salad, philly steak sandwich,
refried beans, whole kernel corn, salsa & lettuce/cheese cup;
Thursday - stuffed crust pizza, bbq chicken sandwich, broccoli
w/cheese sauce, veggie tray w/ff ranch; Friday - cheeseburger,
potato soup, french fries, tossed salad w/ff ranch.
High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday mini waffles; Tuesday - bacon, egg & cheese tornado; Wednesday
- scrambled eggs & toast; Thursday - mini cinis; Friday. pancake
& sausage on a stick.
Lunch: Monday - hotwings w/wg breadstick, grilled cheese
sandwich, chef salad, broccoli w/ff ranch, celery sticks, cooked
carrots; Tuesday - chicken quesadilla, beef fajitas w/tortilla shell,
strawberry salad, fiesta rice, whole kernel corn; Wednesday pizza, bbq chicken sandwich, chef salad, veggie tray /wff ranch,
baked beans; Thursday - salisbury steak w/wg roll, corn dog,
mandarin orange salad, mashed potatoes w/gravy, green beans;
Friday - hamburger/cheeseburger, chicken & dumplings., chef
salad, carrots w/ff ranch, blackeyed peas.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, it: reduced fat, if: fat
free, rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered
daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday animal crackers; Tuesday - apples & cheese; Wednesday teddy grahams; Thursday - scooby stix; Friday - cereal.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - french
toast sticks; Wednesday - eggs, bacon & toast; Thursday biscuit & gravy; Friday - muffin.
Lunch: Monday- spaghetti w/garlic bread, green peas; Tuesday - pepperoni pizza, whole kernel corn; Wednesday - vegetable
soup, grilled cheese; Thursday - chicken nuggets, mashed potatoes & gravy; Friday - hamburger, french fries.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad,
milk served daily) - Snack: Monday - teddy grahams; Tuesday
- cheese & crackers; Wednesday - cereal; Thursday - pb&j;
Friday - carrots & dip.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit; Tuesday - french toast
sticks; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday - bisicuit & gravy;
Friday - egg, hash brown & toast.
Lunch: Monday - hot ham & cheese, pb&j, glazed carrots,
baked apples; Tuesday - Giorgio pizza, fish sandwich, white
beans, coleslaw; Wednesday- chicken nuggets, ham & cheese
sandwich,, green peas, mashed potatoes & gravy; Thursday chicken fajita, grilled cheese, baby carrots, refried beans; corn;
Friday - bbq plate, cheeseburger, baked beans, oven fries.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday
- mini pancakes; Wednesday - breakfast pizza; Thursday biscuit & gravy; Friday - eggs, bacon & toast.
Lunch: Monday - chicken & noodles, hot ham & cheese,
mixed greens, green beans, baked apples; Tuesday - Domino's
pizza, bbq riblett, corn, green peas; Wednesday - super nacho,
chicken sandwich, refried beans, mexican rice, vegetable bowl;
Thursday - chicken nuggets, fish sandwich, green beans, mashed
potatoes & gravy, tossed salad; Friday - bbq plate, hamburger,
baked beans, fries.
High (rs/wg cereal, wg/ww bread/toast, cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef salads
served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - bacon, eggs & toast; Tuesday
- sausage biscuit; Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday biscuit & gravy; Friday - french toast sticks.
Lunch: Monday - bbq chicken, grilled cheese, raw broccoli/celery/ranch, blackeyed peas, mexican rice; Thesday - Dominos
pizza, hamburger, carrots & dip, baked beans; Wednesday cheesy crispito, sloppy joe sandwich, refried beans, corn, mexican
beans; Thursday - thicken nuggets, hamburger, green beans,
mashed potatoes w/gravy, tossed salad; Friday - spaghetti, corn
dog, vegetable bowl, green peas, sweet potato puffs.
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MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY CHURCH DIRECTORY
This local church directory is brought to you by these businesses who encourage all to attend worship services.
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Jehovah's Witnesses Kingdom Hall
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 930 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF cop

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 930 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

BAP'FIST

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
884 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy. 444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
COLD WATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 900 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 641 to Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:45 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10 30 a_rn . Worship 10:30 a.m.

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sunday School 11.00 am.: Worship 10 30 a.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHURCH OF THE UVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday Bible School 930 a.m
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1030 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

CATHOLIC'

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS

HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday & Wednesday Worship 7 DO P m

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 900 a.m.: Worship 10:30 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3665 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

The Oldest Independent Repair Shop In Murray
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1-877-954-8748
%Weirs/OEM*0M cool'

619 S. 4th St.• 270-753-6831 13
-1-333-

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m

10q
Discount

e,- 4r,r,
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LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

203 South 4th Street • Murray
270-753-1854 • v‘Ilw.fbcmurray.org

801 Walmart Drive •270-761-3888
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FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m.

placefor fife cSanyiny

James 4:17

Cunningham
Auto Repair

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10.50 a m & 6 p.m.

*TT,FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

Therefore to hint that knoweth to do good,
and doeth it not, to hint it is sin.

(WI

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.. Worship 11:00 a.m_

EPISCOPAL

with Church
Bulletin
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Murray

270-753-9383
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PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD

PRESBYTERIAN

GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.: Worship 9:00 a m

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.: Worship 10 15 a.m

CHINESE • AMERICAN • JAPANESE
Over 180 Items... ALL YOU CAN EAT
OPEN • • 10-910 SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 950 a.m.; Worship 8:50 a.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a m &
pm

Hol

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:10 a.m

51,ffet, sushi ey

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
Saturday Mass 5:00 p.m.
Sunday Mass 800 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.
& 1st/3rd Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

Na:ruomsu

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

THE SPRING - EL MANATIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/English)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30 a.m iSp)

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:30 a.m.
& 2nd/4th Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 600 p.m_

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00, 9:15, 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

N

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST _
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7150 gm.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1000 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 1100 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 a.m.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 10:45 a.m.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.: Worship 900 a.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.: Worship 9:30 a.m.

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 900 a.m.; Worship 930 a.m.

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m_

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 600 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.

KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kirksey
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

(HI

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a_m.: Worship 11:00 a.m.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11.00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SERVICES

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 1000 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 1115 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 630 p.m.

Our Showroom Is Open $1un -1 ri 1

1052 State Route 121 North

1707 W Maui St • Murray
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READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
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Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
North
Pleasant
Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
The Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: Carl
Butler, pastor, will speak at the
II am.and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship
services will be held at 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday and at 7
p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday
school will be at 10 a.m. The
church is at 2191 KY 94 E.,
Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little,
pastor, will speak at both the 11
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian: A worship service will be held at II a.m. at the
church, 2674 Magness Road.
Sunday school will be at 10 a.m.
Spirit of Christ: Kevin
Trebing, pastor, will speak at the
II a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at
9:45 a.m. For more information
call (270) 761-4815.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church: David Allbritten, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. Their website
is www.kirkseyumc.org. For
more information call (270)
489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist
Church: Robert McKinney,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday school will be at
9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,
call Jimmy Burkeen at 2276373.
Poplar
Spring
Baptist

Church: Rob !son, pastor, will
speak at the 8:4S'a.m. and 11
a.m. worship services. The
church is located at 749 Poplar
Springs Drive.
Iglesias
Bautista
El
Manantial: Ken Cummins will
preach at the 10:45 a.m. Spanish
worship
service. Spanish
Sunday school will be at 9:30
a.m. The church is located at
901B Coldwater Road.
The Spring: Ed Chapman will
preach at the contemporary worship service at 8:30 a.m. Sunday
school will be at 9:30 a.m. The
church is located at 901B
Coldwater Road.
Lynn
Grove
United
Methodist Church: Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m. Worship
will be at 9:30 a.m. The church
is located just off KY 94 W. in
the Lynn Grove community at
37 Browns Grove Road.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass
will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A
Spanish Mass will be at 6:30
p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses
will begin at 8 a.m. and II a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church:
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. Pastor David Cunningham
will lead morning worship at 11
a.m. The church is located at
232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Russell Chapel
United
Methodist Church: Ronnie
Burkeen is the pastor. For more
information or a ride call 7537060,753-3949 or 227-1566.
Hazel Church of Christ:
Mackie Gallimore, minister,
will speak at the 9:50 a.m. service.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker
Wilson will speak at II a.m.
service.
Greater
Hope
Baptist
Church: Rev. Jevon Q. Catlett,
church minister, will speak at
the 11:15 a.m. worship service.
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church: Rev. Tim

ESCUC, pastor, will speak at the Life." Sunday school will be at 8:30 am., 10:50
am., and 5:55 speak at the 11 am. worship
II a.m. worship service. Adult 10 a.m. AWANA Missions will p.m. services. Special music
service on "Just Like You" and
Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
meet at 5:30 p.m.
will be from worship leader at the 5 p.m. service on
"The
Glendale Road Church of
Grace Baptist: Tim Cole will Ryan Thornton and the Praise
Kingdom Come Near" with
Christ: Jason Hart will speak at speak at the 10:45 a.m. service Team.
scripture from Luke 10.
the 9 a.m. Worship service on on "Who Is On the Lord's Side"
Northside Baptist Church:
First Presbyterian: The Rev.
"Reflecting the Impossible" with scripture from Luke 23:50- Pastor
Brett Miles will speak at
Carol Wade will speak at the
with scripture from John 14:16- 53. Special music will be by the 10 a.m. worship service
and
17. A singing night will be at Mynah Snyder. At the 6 p.m. Sunday evening
service. 10:45 am. worship service on
the 6 p.m. service. Scripture will service, Tim Cole will speak on Sunday School
will be at 9 a.m. Palm Sunday on "Rejoice! For
be from John 17:10-13.
"Personal Evangelism" with
First United Methodist: Now.." with scripture readings
First Baptist: Pastor Keith scripture from John 1:3
.5-51. Dr. Rick C. Dye, pastor, will from Psalm 118:1-2, 19-29 and
Inman will speak at the 8:30 Sunday School will be at 9:30 speak at the
8:45 a.m. and II Matthew 21:1-1 I .
a.m. and 11 a.m. service on a.m.
a.m. services on "Born in a
Bethel United Methodist:
"Denial" with scripture from
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis, Grave" with scripture from Pastor Sam Chambers
will
Mark 14:66-72. Bible study will senior pastor, will speak at the Matthew
27:11-54. Sunday speak at the 9:30 a.m. service
be at 9:45 a.m. Evening worship 10:30 a.m. worship service on School will be
at 9:50 a.m.
celebrating
Palm'Passion
(Vesper Service) will be at 5:30 "The Heart of a Pastor" with
University Church of Christ: Sunday
with Gospel readings
p.m. University students and scripture from Hebrews 13:17. Richard
Youngblood
with and
Holy Communion. Sunday
young adults worship service is Special music will be by Antonio
Garcia will speak at the
at 7 p.m. in the Net building Michael D'Elia, Stacy Wortham 10 a.m.
School is at 10:30 a.m.
service on "Mission
across the street from the and WBC Praise Band. Pastor
Brooks Chapel
United
Sunday" with music by Danny
church.
Pastor
Ellis will also speak at the 6 Claibome. Charley Bazzell will Methodist:
Sam
South
Pleasant
Grove p.m. service on "At the Cross." speak at the 5 p.m.
worship Chambers will speak at the worUnited Methodist: Pastor The Lord's Supper will be
service. Sunday school will be ship service at 11 a.m. with
Eugene Nichols will speak at the observed.
at 9 a.m.
Gospel readings and Holy
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Memorial Baptist: Pastor
Friendship
Church
Communion. Sunday School is
of
The sermon topic will be Martin Severns will speak at the
Christ: Charles Taylor will at 10 a.m.
"Accused" with scripture from
Isaiah 50:4-9a. Special music
will be The Three Nails. Sunday
school will begin at 9:45 a.m.
First Christian (Disciples):
Mitchell Fralick will speak at
the 10:15 a.m. service on "What
is Your Story?" with scripture
from Matthew
I.21:Music
Road, will have its Easter egg hunt Saturday. April
South Pleasant Grove
will be "Blessings" by Bianca
12. at 1 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend.
Youngman.
to host Easter egg hunt
Goshen United Methodist:
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church
Good Friday service
The Rev. David Allbritten will
speak at the 9 a.m. worship serv- will have an Easter Egg Hunt Saturday. April 12,
to be held
ice on "The Way Up is Down" from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. The church is located at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church in
with scripture from Philippians 5671 Crossland Road. Hazel.
Dexter
will host a Good Friday service on April
2:5-11. Sunday school will be at
18,
at
7
p.m.This service is part of Holy Week celGreen
Plain
church
of Christ
10:15 a.m. Bible Study and
ebrations sponsored by the Calloway County
youth group will be at 6 p.m.
to hold homecoming
Cluster of United Methodist Churches. All are
Scotts Grove Baptist: John
The Green Plain church of Christ will host its invited to attend this Service of Shadows where
Denham, Pastor, will speak at
the 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. service. 160th year homecoming Sunday. April 13 in con- we will prepare for Easter's resurrection by way
Special music will be by Nathan junction with their spring gospel meeting. Mike of silent contemplation in the shadow of the cross.
Herron, American Idol and Can Kiser will be speaking at the 10 a.m. Bible class- The church is located at 4211 Brooks Chapel
You Duet contestant. The mes- es and at the 10:45 a.m. morning worship service. Road in Dexter.
sage will be "From Death Unto A covered dish lunch will follow. Dean
Holy Week services
Crutchfield will be the after lunch speaker. Kiser
will then speak at the 7:30 p.m. evening worship
at FUMC
service. The gospel meeting will continue
First United Methodist Church. 503 Maple
Monday through Thursday at 7 p.m. each evening.
Street,
will host Holy Week noontime devotionals
The
church
is
located
at
Murray-Paris
3980
Road
ing how you interact with your
and luncheon beginning Monday, April 14. The
in
Hazel.
For
more
information,
call
492(270)
spouse. You will never feel as
United Methodist Women Circles will be providclose to your husband as long as 8206 or email greenplain@Treenplainchuring
lunch during Holy Week immediately followyou keep this secret. Also, by chofchrist.org.
ing the noon devotionals. Lunch is open to the
being honest with your husband
public and donations are appreciated. Services
about this affair, you can
Becoming a Godly Man
will begin promptly at noon in Hale Chapel and
demonstrate a willingness to be
Conference to be held
accountable to him so as to prelunch will begin at 12:30 p.m. The Church office
vent a recurrence of an affair in
Greater Hope Baptist Church, 711 River Road, will be closed from noon until 1 p.m. so that office
the future.
is hosting the Second Annual Becoming a Godly staff may attend the devotionals. Speakers are
Having said the above, I also Man Conference on Saturday, April 19. Pastor Jennifer Riley on Monday; Mark
Blankenship on
recognize that some spouses Jevon Q.Catlett is the conference
host. Pastor Tuesday, Paula Hulick on Wednesday and Dave
claim that they had rather not
Breanus Mitchell, Greater Grace Temple. Gesler on Thursday.
know this kind of information.
Others cannot handle this infor- Nashville. Tenn., will be the keynote speaker.
Palestine United Methodist
mation, and they may decide to There will be a breakfast at 8 a.m. followed by
end the marriage. However, I worship, classes and speakers from 9 a.m. until
to hold Easter revival
would suggest to you that the 12:20 p.m. Lunch will be served at 12:45 p.m.
Palestine United Methodist Church will have a
affair has already undermined Registration fee is $15. For more information or to
pre-Easter
Revival from Wednesday, April 16
your marriage. By demonstrat- register
for
conference,
the
email
through Friday. April 18, starting at 7 p.m. each
ing a trust in the love of your jeroncavitt@ yahoo.com.
husband, as well as a spirit of
evening. The speaker will be Richard Burkeen,
genuine repentance and attemptpastor of Dexter-Hardin Methodist Church. There
Bell City Baptist Church
ing to restore true intimacy as
will be a fellowship meal on Thursday evening,
to hold Easter egg hunt
God intended it you may have a
April 17, at 6 p.m. The public is welcome.
chance of saving your marriage.
Bell City Baptist Church will have its Easter egg
If the marriage ends because of hunt Saturday.
Easter musical
April 12, at 11 a.m. For directions
your decision to seek true intiadditional information, contact Alaina (270)
or
macy through complete honesty,
to be presented
it is very likely the marriage 331-5025.
The Farmington Baptist Church will present
would have eventually ended
their Easter musical "In the Presence of Jehovah"
Easter egg hunt
anyway.
on
Sunday, April 13, at II a.m. The public is welI propose that you seek the
at Salem Baptist
come.
guidance of a Christian counSalem Baptist Church. 1034 Browns Grove
selor to help you approach your
husband with this kind of information. If your husband genuinely loves you, he will be
hurt; but it is possible to tell him
in a way that will make it easier
for him to hear and forgive.

In our

CHUR CHES

Honesty and intimacy in marriage
Question: I love my husband and deeply regret a onenight stand with an old friend.
Should I tell my husband
about this? What might Jesus
say?
Answer:
Generally
speaking, I
would say
that
total
honesty is
essential to
a lasting and
healthy marriage, even
if it means
What Would revealing a
Jesus Do? "one-nightstand" with
By Richard
Youngblood, someone
else.
Minister of
Keeping a
University
secret of this
Church of
kind affects
Christ
the intimacy
between married couples in
some very subtle but important
ways. However,there are several things to consider in making
this decision to reveal the affair.
What kind of relationship do
you have with your husband?
An affair, even if one-night
only, may have happened
because of a momentary weakness in midst of temptation. But
it also may be an indication that
things have not been altogether
what they should to be. You
may need some counseling to
strengthen your marriage before
revealing this affair. What kind
of man is your husband?
Revealing this information to an
abusive husband could be dangerous. Is he a forgiving person
or one who will hold this against

you for the remainder of your
life? With thoughtful consideration of these and other issues, I
still believe that establishing
and maintaining total intimacy
in a marriage is worth almost
any risk.
When Jesus was questioned
about divorce, he answered with
a quote from the Genesis creation story that says, "For this
reason a man will leave his
father and mother and be united
to his wife, and they will
become one flesh" (Genesis
2:23-24; cf. Ephesians 5:3132)). The concept of "one
flesh" describes not only sexual
union but also complete knowledge of one another; they
become one flesh in every possible sense of the word. Implied
in knowing and becoming one
flesh is the deepest intimacy
between husband and wife. Any
lack of complete openness with
one another in a marriage relationship undermines trust and
the principle of intimacy.
To understand the importance of this kind of intimacy,
we need to consider the potential consequences of either
telling your spouse or not telling
him. For example, if you do not
tell your husband about this past
affair, he may learn of it from
some other source. You have a
better chance of receiving forgiveness and renewal of your
marriage if he hears it from you
first. If you do not tell him, you
may live with a sense of guilt.
I'm not saying that husbands
and wives must share everything to have intimacy, but
,secrets of this kind often have
some very subtle ways of affect-
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[Send questions or comments to University Church of
Christ, 801 N. 12th, Murray,
KY 42071 or call 270-753-1881.
This artkk is reproduced on
the web: www.nchrist.org

COUNTRY HAM BREAKFAST
Murray Masonic Lodge #105 F&AM

Has a part-time job opening for a

Clerical Assistant
Monday through Friday

Hwy. 121 North • Murray, KY 42071

Saturday, April 12, 2014 •6 a.m.-10 a.m.
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Eggs, Cooked to Order, Country Ham,
Sausage, Biscuits & Gravy and Drink

"All You Can Eat"- $6.00
COMEJOIN US!

Good communication skills &
computer knowledge required
Send resumes to
mdavis@murrayledger.com

8•Friday,Apra II, MN
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Legal
Notice

Perpetual Care • Mausoleums Pre-arrangement Specialists

BUSINESS 81 SERVICE DIRECTOR*

ATTENTION ALL PROPERTY OWNERS

COMMUNITY FINANCIAL SERVICES BANK,

PLAINTIFF,

KENNETH BRUNSTON,A/K/A KENNETH B. BRUNSTON,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF KENNETH BRUNSTON,AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

Kritter Kare

An decorations not in a vase !Trust hr•
cannot be responsible tor damaged u ms
pathway of the lawnmowers The gr inds
begin removing any dec,iimons that t..P.PI'
previously removed on
April 21 2014

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

Thanks

*Reliable
*Our home or yours
*Affordable
*References Available
*Safe & Loving Environment
•7
4

VS.

DEFENDANTS

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
l301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.

Ask about our
Disolay ad

This 8th day of April, 2014.

specials

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916
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Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
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020

Money Order

Are yot
PLAINTIFF,

Being the same property conveyed to Phillip R. Nyert and wife, Marsha G. Nyert,
by deed from Gary E. Roberts and wife, Gertrude Roberts(aka Gertrude A.
Roberts), dated, May 13, 2008, and recorded on May 15, 2008, in Deed Book 744,
Page 432, in the Office of the Calloway County Clerk's Office.

Attendant

Infir
Pella

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00198

Except any interest in the Coal, oil, gas, and Other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.

Resctfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

759-2500

murrayeyecare.com

____

EXCEPT that portion conveyed to the Commonwealth of Kentucky as shown in
Deed dated September 11 1996 and filed October 16. 1996 in Deed Book 240 at
Page 136 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office, and containing .006
hectares(63 sq. meters..015 acres, 683 sq. ft.)

This 8th day of April, 2014.

308 S. 12th
Murray

at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Toe Psrlanagernor

The above legal description is pursuant to a survey dated February 4, 1988 by
Jimmy D. Howard of Jack Gray and Associates registered number 1645.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirt030)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2014 ad valorem taxes.

$70.50
3 mo.
6
1 yr.--...$120.00

Eyeglasses
•Contacts
•Eye Disease

460
Homes For Sell

Notice

Extra Farm INCOME
T1MBER3' vs
DEER ##
eer income exceeds timber income 400%

Insured
'Controlled
Managed
$30/acme
paid annually to you
for the lease of
your property

distim
Beautiful custom-buitt home in Saratoga Springs

$345,000

ret.$30 x 100oars -$3piniadIvi
no propaty too small

local [Doran] 270-436-2626
050
Lost aid Feu's'

Jack Russell Terrie
dog found on S 4th
Street in the vicinity of
the Extension Office
White with large brown
appears
Spots She
healthy and clean.
Multicolored collar with
no name or tags There
is no microchip, as we
took her to the vet to
check for one. Very
tame
and
playful
Appears to be an
inside dog.
270-227-7087

Or call (270) 753-1916
a.
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Call Chelsea Humphreys

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $81,675.30, plus interest, fees, costa, etc.. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on thursday, April 24,
2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 221 Irvin
Cobb Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a point in the South right of way line of Irving Cobb Road,(KY No.
7321. Said paint of beginning being 1,067 feet in a Easterly direction from the centerline on KY No. 94, as measured along the Irvin Cobb Road.(KY No. 7321;
thence from said point of beginning S 1 degree 15' W 173.25'; thence S 88 degrees
16'E 131.91 feet; thence N 1 degree 15' E 173.25 to a point in the South right of
way line of Irvin Cobb Road.(KY No. 732); thence N 88 degrees 16' W along the
South right of way line of said Road 131.91'to the point of beginning, said area
contains 0.52 acre tract.

Being the same property conveyed to Kenneth Brunst9n from Robert M. Bach and
wife, Betty J. Bach by deed dated October 18, 2012, of record in Instrument Book
942, page 34, Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.

Punta( ft Flu rtanan

4
.0

Thank you for your business'

VS.

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions as set forth in
Deed Book 140, page 257 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
and such restrictions are specifically referred to and incorporated herein as if
same were written in full.

Rest of KY/TN

yecare pecia ties
Dr. Kevin Adams

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

PHILLIP NYERT,a/k/a PHILLIP R. NYERT,
MARSHA G. NYERT, a/kla MARSHA NYERT,

TRACT NO. 3:
Lot 304 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by plat of the same which is
of record in Plat Book 3, Page 48, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.

OLD Battenes, Scrap
Metal & Junk Cars
Do you have
any of these'?
Looking to
remove them
from your property'?
We can help
Call for more details
270-978-2111 or
270-227-0067

•

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,

The above described lot is transferree subject to the easements, restrictions and
protective covenants as set forth in Deed Book 140, Page 257 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court and such restrictions are specifically referred
to and incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full; and subject also
to existing easements and right-of-ways for public roads and highways, public
utilities and pipelines.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo...--...-.&75.00
6 mo.
&96.00

Cleaning of Murray

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murra -k .net

Residential & Commercial

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA.,

TRACT NO. 2:
Lot $302 of the Baywood Vista Subdivision as shown by Plat of the same which is
of record in Plat Book No. 3 at Page No. 48 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

Home Delivery
Local Mall
$30.00
3 mo.
3
6 nut.
4105.00 6 mo.
1 yr..
1

Camp Septic

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00585

The above described lot is transferred subject to the easements, restrictions and
protective covenants as set forth in Deed Book 140, Page 257 in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court and such restrictions are specificaltY referred
to and incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full.

LEDGER &TIMES

Phone: 270-759-5426
--'
Email: kritterkareboardin!0 ahoo.com

Screen Panting

I

TRACT NO. 1:
Lot #303 of the }Sapwood Vista Subdivision as shown by Plat of the same which is
of record in Plat Book No. 3 at Page No. 48 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

MURRAY

Callc

• Embroidery &

Animal Boarding and House Ca//s

Public Notice for anyone e,iw Kis r,,may trid
friends buried at any of ,,u1 cemeteries As we det
ready for klemonal Day we would i,ke ter you to
help us by letting us know it there s anything that wo
can do for pu It you have a friend
one
buried with us and for sonic reason. the grave is or
in perfect condition, please stop by or ,.all arid let us
know about it as soon as possible It by iThance vow
friend or loved one has an unmarked grave we
have a temporary memorial program Be sure tn ask
about it We want to make Sure that your %,,sit this
Memorial Day meets your e‘iery ('xpuct.aqin'

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on March 24, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $39,191.77, together with interest at the rate of
$8.81 per day from February 19, 2014, until paid, and interest thereafter at the
legal rate, plus fees, costs, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse
door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky. to the highest bidder, at
public auction on Thursday. April 24, 2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time.
or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, with its address being 59 Wood Lake Drive, Murray, KY 42071 IPVA
Map #88-C-0302, 303, 304), and being more particularly described as follows:

April
Showers'
6ring May Flowers!

Supennt

MOWING SEASON IS HERE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00311

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers
its sources reliable, but inaccuracies do
occur. Readers using this information do
so at their own risk, Although persons
and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of its
employees accept any responsibility
whatsoever for their activities.
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Yurray Yemond Gardens

010

Legal
Notice

State

_A0111

,

$8-25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
s.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver;

.

Check

\

error Murray Ledger & Times will be

insertion Any error should be report-

VS.

I •I

$8.50 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
G411.3 Ads Must Run Within 0 Day Period
$.3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Advertisers are requested to check

Murray Ledger & Times
ClassifiecUOffice Manager

gte

I

The Call
3,300 St
Supennl
ment to
vision at
demic 9.

.Approximately 2,800 square feet
.4 Bedrooms
.2 5 Baths
.Eat-in Kitchen
•Hearth room/office with gas fireplace arid
vaulted darlings
.Double crown molding & twelve foot ceilings
.0.75 acre lot with privacy fence & premium
landscape package
•2-car garage with overhead storage & attic storage
•Recent improvements include a screened in porch
& custom made Murphy beds in the guest/flex room
Open house dates thls weekend:
Saturday. Aprli 12th 3pm-5pm
Sunday, April 13th 3pm-5pm

574-335-9939

you have lost or found a pet.
We will run an ad I day for free
If

ETS

Call
753-1916
f• we'll be
glad to help

NOTICE OF SALE

TIMOTHY M SALES
GINA M. SALES,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on July 22, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $108,798.93, plus interest, fees, costs, etc., I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, April 24,
2014, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 809 North
20th Street, Murray, KY 42071, asid being more particularly described as follows:
Tract 1: legal description of a tract of land situation in the City of Musray. County
of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being parts of Lots 4 and 5 of the Thoroughbred
Terrace Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 50, Slide 50
and further identified by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Hoyt Roberts Estate of
record in Plat Book 19, Page 41, Slide 1753 and being further described as follows:
BEGINNING at a ?" diameter rebar found, 7.38 feet South of the Southwest corner of Lot.6. and North 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds West 392.06 feet from a
concrete monument found, marking the Southwest corner of said Thoroughbred
Terrace Subdivision, the Southwest corner of the tract described herein; thence,
with the East line of Lot 3-C of Roberts Minor Plat, North 0 degree 12 minutes 59
seconds West, passing through an iron pin found at 7.38 feet(the original corner
between Lots 4 and 5 of said Thoroughbred Terrace)for a distance of 81.79 feet to
a ?" diameter rebar set, the Northeast corner of Lot 3-C; thence West line of Lot 5,
North 0 degrees 28 minutes 58 seconds West 17.54 feet to a ?" diameter rebar
found, 8'2" South of the Northwest corner of Lot 5; thence, along an agreed line
(*LIM Book 157,'Card 24341 and severing Lot 5, North 89 degrees 48 minutes 50
seconds East 138.59 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found 2.00 feet South of the
Northeast corner of Lot 5 in the West line of North 20th Street; thence 25 feet
from and parallel to the centerline of North 20th Street, South 1 degree 10 minutes 04 seconds East 97.96 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found, the Northeast corner
of Lot 4; thence with the original line of Lot 4, North 87 degrees 39 minutes 13
seconds West 71.47 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found; thence leaving said North
line of tot 4 and severing Lot 4, South 86 degrees 01 minutes 37 seconds West
68.88 feet to the point of beginning. This tract contains 0.3093 acres.
Tract 2: Legal description of a tract of land situated near the City of Murray,
County of Calloway. State of Kentucky, being Lot 3-C on a Minor Subdivision Plat
of the Hoyt Roberts Estate of record in Plat Book 19, Page 41, Slide 1753, which is
a replat of Lot 3 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of Hoyt Roberts property of record in
Plat Book 8, Page 10, Slide 610 and being further described as follows: Beginning
at a ?" diameter rebar set, located North 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds West
392.06 feet from a concrete monument found in the North line of College Farm
Road, marking the Southwest corner of Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision (Plat
Book 2, Page 50), said rebar being the Northwest corner of the Paul Maggard
property and the Southeast corner of the tract described herein; thence with the
North line of Lot 3-B, North,87 degrees 53 minutes 13 seconds West 127.47 feet to
a ?" diameter rebar set in the East line of Lot 2 of the original Roberts Minor Plat,
the Southwest corner of Lot 3-C; thence with East line of said Lot 2, North 0
degree 13 minutes 33 seconds West 81.79 feet to a ?" diameter rebar set in the
South line of Cavitt property, the Northwest corner of Lot 3-C; thence with the
South line of Cavitt property, South 87 degrees 53 minutes 13 seconds East 127.49
feet to a ?" diameter rebar set, corner to Cavitt in the West line of Lot 5 of
Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision; thence with the West line of Lot 5 and a small
portion of Lot 4 of said Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision, South 0 degrees 12
minutes 59 seconds East 81.79 feet to the point of beginning. This tract contains
0.2392 acres
Grantees are granted a perpetual easement for driveway purposes across the following described property and Grantees shall share equally the responsibilities
of maintenance of said driveway with the owner's of Lots 3A and 3B.
Beginning at a concrete monument found in the North line of College Farm Road,
marking the Southwest corner of said Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision and the
Southeast corner of Lot 3-A; thence, 30 feet from and parallel to the centerline of
College Farm Road, North 87 degrees 39 minutes 02 seconds West 29.64 feet to a
?" rebar found; thence North 0 degrees 17 minutes 36 seconds West 391.86 feet to
the South line of Lot 3-C; thence with the South line of Lot 3-C, South 87 degrees
53 minutes 13 seconds East 27.96 feet to the Southeast corner of Lot 3-C; thence
with the East line of Lots 3-B and 3-A, South 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds
East 392.06 feet to the point of beginning. This easement contains 0.2589 acres,
crossing Lots 3-A and 3-8.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals. if any
Being the same paperty conveyed to Timothy M. Sales and Gina M. Sales, husband and wife, from Kyle Addison and spouse, Amber R Addison, by deed dated
August 24, 2007 and recorded on August 30, 2007 and recorded in Deed Book 711.
page 667 in office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis o(30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30i days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 8th day of April, 2014
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Superintendent of Schools Vacancy

Calloway County Schools
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OR*

The Calloway County Board of Education (current ADM of
3,300 students, PS-12) is seeking an individual to serve as
Superintendent of Schools with the necessary skills and commitment to continue the distnct's successful movement, through its
vision and mission, toward achieving its academic and non-academic goals. The candidate must demonstrate exemplary instructional, management, communication and organizational skills and
be a team builder who will be actively involved in the community
while maintaining a strong presence in the distnct by being visible,
available, and approachable. Calloway County Schools consists of
a preschool, three elementary schools, one middle school, one
high school, and an alternative instructional facility. Candidates
must hold or be eligible for a Kentucky certification for School
Superintendent. Salary and benefits will be regionally competitive
and negotiable with the contract to begin July 1, 2014.
All applicants must submit 8 copies of a cover letter, resume,
application, copy of certificate(s) and transcripts as well as letters
and recommendationsireferences to:
Superintendent Search Committee, Calloway County Board,of Education
P.O. Box 800, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
For additional information, please visit
www.calloway.kyschools.us.
All applications must be received by April 30, 2014.
Calloway County Schools is an Equal Opportunity Employer_
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Bus Drivers

1

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Infinity Group is hiring for
Pella Corporation in Murray, KY
Assembly Operators!
Are you an individual that loves working
with your hands and building a quality
product? If so, please send resume to
jdavid@inf-grp.com or call 270-767-2518
An equal opportunity employer
Post-offer drug screen 8 background check required.

Infinity Group
Immediate Openings for

WARD-ELKINS

605E South 12th Si
(270) 753-1713
160

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Still
in plastic, King $385
Full $185 (
270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.
180
Lawn 8 Garden

/ Want Your Grass!

Literally
Grass bagged &
removed with
each mowing.
Over 20 years
experience.

David May
27043654195
002702273071

Full-Time Management Position
in the Murray area.
Must have management and HR
experience. Drug free and

HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270.853.3140

criminal background must be met.

Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable, Free Estimate

Send resume to

100. Senior Citizen
Discount.

jdavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518.
ARE you looking for a
fun, fast paced environment'? Are you able to
deliver irresistible customer service with a
great personality'? If
you answered yes,
please apply in person
at Tumbleweed 807
Walmart Dr. No Phone
Calls.
AUTOMOTIVE
Technician
Wanted.
Send
resume
to:
Harter Automotive 408
N. 4th Street Murray,
KY 42071
Pest
Control
Technician needed. 3040 hours per week.
Must pass drug screen
and background check.
Pick up application at
414 N 4th Murray. NO
PHONE CALLS.

(270)293-7220

140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas. oil
& soda signs, pump,
military Call Larry
270-753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
270-753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS

We PAY top SSS
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munayledgercom,
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the jobnetworiccom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
GRAPHICS Manager
Immediate
Needed:
Opening. Experience
with Large Format
PringingNinyl Plotter,
Graphic Design, PC &
Mac desired, must
demonstrate excellent
oral & written commu
nication. FT Career
Resume to infoOpecoproducts.corn or Peco
Products LLC, 3812
N.,
US Hwy 641
Murrray, KY.
IMMEDIATE opening
Driver.
for
OTR
Lane.
Dedicated
Approx. $700 weekly.
731-247-5871 for more
information.

Best price. Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free.

for your coins
We SELLcoins
& paper money

*Coin Appraisal
@Trends-n-Treasures
Murray KY 2701534161

Dr Fuhrmann
Husdvarna CRT 50
Tiller. Good condition
$350.
Troy Bilt Super Bronco
Tiller. Good condition.
$350
270-753-5456
Jazzy power chair with
built-in elevator lift.
Harmar transportation
lift. New batteries;used
once. 270-625-0896.
King Sleep Number
Mattress, like new.
239-770-8664

SINGER
SALES S VAC
JANOIAE 8 SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59
G.E.Financing

908-C S 12th
Oil-Air Center
(270)753-5323
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield, KY

200
Sports Equipment
Motorcycle
helmets
Jackets, boots saddle
bags Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY
270
Mobile Homes For We
1995 Sunshine 16x80
Must be moved 270436-2362
300
Business Rentals
BARBER shop at 818
Coldwater Rd Call
270-293-8777
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required
270-753-4109
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duigaid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1831 est 253
ThIf 111511N11011

O

an eqi.e/1

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

720 S. 4TH ST.

l0Xl0's & 10x15's
12701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxesl
•We rent U-Hauls
270-753-9600
Commerical Prop. For Rent

340
Houses t-or Rant
3BR Home, Newly
remodeled Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

460
Homes For Sale

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street
270-753-6964
Auto-Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

(270)485-6122
Professional Office
Space
High traffic-great location
$12/sq ft per year
2 spaces available
270-753-9600
Warehouse building
3375 sqft with 2 overhead doors & office.
719 S 4th St
270.753.5976
380
Pets 8 Supplies
DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858
400
Yard Sale

3BR, 1.5 BA, 1700 sq
ft. Quiet neighborhood;
walking paths, playground nearby. Fenced
backyard Bonus room.
Carport. 1615 Locust.
APPT ONLY.
270-227-6380.
38R, 1.5BA, brick
house with metal roof
and two acres Contact
731-363-0220
731-363-5071
1656 Ryan Ave,
Murray
Traditional 3BR 2BA
Brick Home.
Well maintained;
Beautiful
Landscaping,
2 blocks from MSU.
270. 217. 3181
see nriow.com for
CHECK out this baby
doll! Occupied.
780 sq ft 2BR C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage
bldg, new
paint, surveyed property.
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer.
you can own it! East
ElementaLy area. Drive
by 229 kihite Oak.
Murray KY.
270-753-6012
DON'T BUY A HOUSE
IN
MURRAY
until
you've seen this one:
www.facebook.comi
MurrayEstates/FSBO.
Premiun
location.
Custom features. Salt
water
pool.
2212
Glenwood Dr.
270-978-7262

470
Motorcycles 8 ATV's
2007 Aruba 150 scooter. MC-23-150 2494
miles
$1000 OBO
270-436-2809
480
Auto Parts

ELECTROLUX stain
less french doorsibot
torn drawer refrigerator
Fine
brown, large
Wicker couch, rocker.
chair, ottoman, coffee
table with Subbrella
cushions. Fine primitive kitchen table, new
large
Jenn-Aire
grilliaccessories,
antiqure Lincoln rocker,
50" flat screen TV. Fine
antique
camelback
trunk,
primitives,
antique cakestands,
punch
silverplate
bowls/cups. Burl chest
of drawers, mirrors and
china.
Wednesday7AM-6PM
Sunday
1014 Sharpe Street.
Behind Dunkin Donuts
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430
Rest Estate

Murray Ledger la Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sUbrit to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, wtnch inakes ii
illegal to advertise any peterence, limitation or discnminanon based on race, color, religion, soi, handicap. familial sta.
tus or national origin, or intention to make ass' such [Teterences, limitation-, or discnmina.
trim
Stair laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any.
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity base,
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene Milam,17031648-1000

ANTIQUES/ ESTATE SALE

GARAGE SALE

593 Highland Rd

515 Chantilly Drive
Friday 3pm-7pm
Saturday 6am-Noon

(94 Eas/ nght on Hwy 1346)
Friday & Saturday

7AM-5PM
Household items, purses, women's plus
Working wringer washer,1934 6 burner stove,
clothing, misc., charcoal & gas grills, electric
25 handmade quilts in excellent condition,
beaters, some power tools, hunting & fishing
Primitives: apron collection old Japanese
gear, reloading bullets & powder, cheap
red/black glassware, iron bed, cabinet w/
hunting knives, custom made 22-250 target
flour bin & sitter; bedroom suit; blue granite
rifle, built for precision bench rest, 7X57
& Shawnee corn pottery; Nevco 1765 glass,
mauser bolt. Ruger 10-22. 2 quality hardgun
crocks, oil lamps; farm items. RAIN or SHINE
cases - aluminum, rifle & pistol ammo

New 2-4
530
Bedroom homes in
ices Offered
Filverfleid Estates
SBG Real Property DRYWALL & painting
Professionals
no job too big or small
293-7872
.Free estimates Cal

$126,500

nerd errvil(AT'l

VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newty remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

Residential lot in established neighborhood
mature trees perfect
for walkout basement
Call 270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
270-753-7600-„_.)

ortunon pp cn It/iv
ofy,

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711

Lots For Salo

360
Storage Renters

Garage & Yard Sale
Directory

Estate

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment building and duplexes Visit
nicholsent cormproper•
ties or call
270-753-4109

Small rental house
South
Rent
641
$425/month, deposit
$575 All appliances,
water, garbage, and
mowing jumished. No
pets 270-227-6431 no
texts

Comer 01121 s & Glendale.
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

RINI

4 or 58R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
1112
Appliances

The Calloway County Board of Education is
currently accepting applications for Bus Onvers Ail
applicants must have a high school diploma or
GED. be at least 21 years of age, in good physical
condition, and have a valid Kentucky dnver's
license. In addition, each applicant is required to
have or be willing to obtain a CDL license Hourly
compensation begins at $11.32. Fringe benefits
including health insurance, life insurance, and
county retirement will be provided to all full-time
employees. Applications for this position may be
obtained at the Calloway County Schools Bus
Garage, 1343 North 121 Bypass, Murray, KY
42071. Should you have specific questions, please
call 270-762-7322 The Calloway County Board of
Education is an Equal Education and
Employer Institution_
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USED TIRES
14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Logan at
270-293-0476
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
Hour
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
•Insured

270-753-4461
510
Campers
05 GulfStream 32ft
Sleeps 8, Chevy chasis, 11K miles; garage
kept. New inside & out.
270.293.1231
530
Services Offered

1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
remodeling,
decks,
porches,
screened
garages, sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
repair. 270-753-0353
Larry Nimmo
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www hillelectric.com

MOWING SERVICE

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house like
It is our house!

oNI BEACI.

MINI
S.ZORAGE
. 101 111 1
1171
.
1Size Un)
its

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

812 Whltnell Ave.

Mowing

753-3853

Trimming
Edging
Call or text for estimate

6digt

Industrial/Commercial/Residential

James C. Gallimore
WWW.GECLLC.NET

Experience

Jason Hill

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
At

atvo,

7

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years

(270)226-0194

(270) 759-0890
Tint, DO CIyrq
1E1
Am
it'i'L

Hand Nailed

major brands
Licensed & hewed

MOWING SERVICE
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Naar Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Reliable
Free Estimates
270.436.2809
hi,•
A-

Kelly Farms
270-293-6755
Also Garden Grade
Top Soil

\

LAWN
SERVICE
TREF EsTIM Ms • NO (U's III if IS

if you've got it, we can store it

270-227-1685

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
Garage Door
Sales 8 Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

270-436-5959

Doot spend your money out Cu!
state been if i0Cal1

Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
isa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St

Lights, Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

kentuckylake
remodeling corn

David's Home

GARLANt
RENTAL

ALL YOUR LAWN
CARE NEEDS!

Greg Mansfield

270-293-4256

.-----------------------,

Mowing lawn
Landscaping
LealSeaton
Bush Hogging

From Drywall & Painting
To Plumbing.
Flooring & Decks

Pasing-Sealeciating
Striping
Gras el-Dirt-Sand
Tom,'TRAvis

i
*1
-10
1
TI
i ill
' ,1 1' i I ra!, •

227-11512

Trisha Clark

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

N

y-

(270)

*Home Improvements
*Bath Kitchen

*insured *Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
*Member OfAndres List

—

-

This Girl Can Mow
Small Jobs Our
Specialty
Dozer work, hauling and
bush hogging.

We Finance
hollandmotorsales corn

EXPERIENCED caregiver for seniors/disabled has an opening
available. Light housekeeping, meal prep,
errandsidr,
appts.,
shopping, and laundry.
References. 270-227
7537 270-447-0279

'References Available'

Senice on all

Replacement and Repair

Beach's Lawn Service
Free estimates Let us
take care of your yard.
270-226-4874.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Serving
West Kentucky

ROOFINfl

LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

270.22.7002 Cohen Rogers
'0.293.9233 Denham Rogers

Repair

/Tar/Ns\
McCU1STON

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

• weekly & special pickups
• locallyowned/operated

Hill Appliance

Services Offered

270-436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk

(270) 489-2839

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEN1ENT

530

530
Services Offered

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

All sizes available call today
to reserve your storage unit

Great Honiefoon Service

270-753-2905

(2701 293-8480

CHAIN LINK
FENCING

Lawn Mowing

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Quality Work
Free Estimates

*Asphalt Installation

(270)227-7074

*Seal coating & strIPIng

Mike

•Lioensed-Insured

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Servicelicensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-227-0267

(270)759-0501

$11/fl. installed
Mitchuson
Landscaping
270-205-5274

40 yrs expenence
LAWN MOWING SERVICE
270.759.4564
LIGHT backhoe:
light bushhogging;
tilling, yard drainage,
carpentry &
construction.
270-436-6400.
See us at
www.brownconstuction.org

•Handymen SeMcee
*Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
-Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420
John 270-350-7447

Looking for
something in
particular?
Try running a
"Want to Buy" ad
with us today!
The Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1 91 6

Lawn Mowing Free
Estimates Hector
270-227-6638

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
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Use precautions when
taking acetaminophen

WWIBack
Ten years ago
Pictured is four-year old Mason
Spann sitting on the lap of the
Easter Bunny at the Murray Main
Street Easter Egg Hunt held on the
lawn of the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Katie Saylor and Travis Durr are
pictured as they look over their collection of rocks they found as part
of a special 4-H club rock hunt. Dr.
Durwood Beatty is the club leader.
The team of Linda Breck, Susan
Thetford and Gloria Theis came in
with the winning low score for the
Kenlake State Park Ladies Golf
League.
Twenty years ago
Lori Webb. a Murray State
University student from Hazel has
been selected by the American
Society of Agronomy as one of the
44 agronomy seniors nationwide
named as "Outstanding Senior in
Agronomy." She is the daughter of
Verlyn and Lanita Malcolm of
Hazel.
It was reported that the March
luncheon meeting of the New
Concord Homemakers Club was
held at the Holiday Inn and among
those that attended were Nell Cooky
Faith Kyzner, Barbara French,
Hazel Matthai and Maurine
Morgan.
Pictured are Calloway County
Judge J.D. Williams and Hazel
Mayor W. Dan Farris signing a
proclamation for the centennial celebration of the Kentucky Federation
of Women's Clubs. Representing
the Hazel Woman's Club were
Clarkie
Butterworth,
Janice
Wilkinson and Sandra Gallimore.
Thirty years ago
Freed Curd has announced that he
will seek re-election for State
Representative from the 5th District
hich includes Calloway Co and
eastern Trigg Co.
Pictured are Murray Middle
School students Darren Jones, Mary
Paul Sammons, Leigh Ann Carter
and Greg Milton who raised over
$100 each for the Math-A-Thon for
St. Jude's Research Hospital in
Memphis, Tenn. Shown also are

their teachers/advisors Ann Watson
and Jo Farley Over $5500 was
raised for St. Jude's by Murray
Middle School students.
Wade Mazurka is shown as he
scored after hitting two home runs
and going 3-for-3 in Murray High
School's win in the Owensboro
Spring Break High School Baseball
Tournament.
Forty years ago
Palestine
United
Methodist
Church will celebrate its 100th
anniversary on April 14.
Elected as superlatives of the senior class of Murray High School
were: Phillip Adams, Irina Nix, James Clayton, Beth Wilson, Tony
Thompson, Krista Kennedy, Glenn
Jackson, Denise Hook, Tyrone
McCuiston, Debbie Landolt. Ray
Lane,Cathy Mitchell, Larry Lovett,
Sheri Thornton, Rickey Lowe and
Rhonda Garland.
Inez Rayburn is chairman of the
1974 Cancer Fund Drive committee
of the Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. The kickoff was April 4 at the Holiday Inn.
Fifty years ago
"Rob Huie of Murray Water and
Sewer Systems is getting ready to
build a whale of a water tank down
on East Elm Street. It will be above
ground but below the street level
and will hold about one million gallons of water," from the column,
Seen and Heard Around Murray, by
James C. Williams, publisher.
Murray State College was rated
superior in the College Division of
the Southern Speech and Forensic
Tournament in Houston, Texas.
Martin and Patsy Tracey of Murray
were members of the team.
Sixty years ago
Windsor Tripp has been promoted
to manager of the local A&P store in
Murray. •
Births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Parker, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Ray Henson, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. O.C. Kimbro,a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Clinton Burchett and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lyons.
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DEAR ABBY: My wife and
I were discussing our sons-in-law,
and young men in their 20s and
30s in general. We were wondering where the attitude of "any
money I earn is mine" in a marriage or live-in situation got staurted
For the first few years of my
daughter and
her husband
"Joe's" marriage,
Joe
resented giving her any of
the money he
earned. My
other daughter's husband
thinks nothing of spending money on
himself and
By Abigail
his
friends
Van Buren
without consulting her.
We have seen this attitude
reflected in their friends as well.
They don't seem to discuss with
each other how each is spending
their "joint" income. There seems
to be an element of selfishness,
too.
My wife and I have been married 40 years and from the beginning I have always considered
what each of us earned was OURS,
not mine or hers (when she
worked). We always discuss any
significant purchases, and I have
always believed it was my responsibility to support my family. I
realize the current economic situation has made that difficult, but
the attitude should still be there.
-- WONDERING
DEAR WONDERING: You
have raised an interesting subject.
There is a difference between living together and being married
because of our legal system.
Because people who co-habit without benefit of marriage are considered individuals in the eyes of
the law, it is probably prudent to
keep their financial affairs separate. However, each person should

1

7

several given numbers The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

5
94

9
5
6

I

2
71

3
ES A 13

1
5
,4

8
ES I_

9 1 3 6
6 8 2 5
7 4 5 9
3 9 7 8
4 6 8 7
5 2 1 3

8
1
2
5
9
4

7
4
3
1
2
6

4
3
1
2
5
9

2
7
6
4
3
8

5
9
8
6
1
7

1 7 6 4 3 9 8 5 2
2 5 4 1 7 8 6 9 3
8 3 9 2 6 5 7 1 4

IE S•(0)
w4.41c4A CAN FE ANNO`fiN6
OFTEN.(341t CPS 6.I..00
SWEET.I REMEMBER114iS
ONETIME ME— rr

EtI_ED NI Do I IE(IA)
THAT WAS
QUICK! -

YOU ACTUALLY FIGURED OUT
OUR TAXES IN FIFTEEN MINUTES?

contribute to the expenses they
share.
In a marriage, the situation is
different: The law assumes that
the man and wife are one unit.
This is the mindset you adopted
when you and your wife were
married.
There is a tendency among
young couples. not only because
of the high divorce rate, but also
what they have been exposed to
in the media from the time they
were born, to view marriage as
something that might not last.
There is also a sense of entitlement among many -- NOT ALL
-- that makes them centered on
themselves. We have become a
society in which disposability has
spread from material prkssessions
to relationships.
I would LOVE to hear what
my readers' -- particularly my
younger readers' -- views are
regarding this.
DEAR ABBY: We are fortunate to have friends and relatives
who invite us to their homes for
parties, celebrations, overnight
stays, etc. often. The problem is,
their houses are cluttered and dirty.
We see spilled food in the refrigerator, showers caked with grime
and years of stains on upholstery.
Money and time are not issues
for these folks. If this was a hotel
or restaurant, we would leave
immediately. My husband and I
have been unnerved by the conditions in these houses. We would
like to spend time with these people and don't wish to offend. Subtle hints don't help. We try our
best to enjoy their company and
ignore the rest. What can We do,
Abby? -- NEAT
DEAR NEAT: When you go
to visit, stay in a nearby hotel.
If you know food will be served,
fortify yourself beforehand and
eat as little as possible without
being rude. If you're afraid you
might soil your clothing sitting
on their furniture, leave anything
that isn't washable at home.

DEAR DOCTOR K: As I've
entered my 50s, I find myself
reaching for Tylenol more often
for my aches and pains. Should
I be aware of any safety precautions?
DEAR READER: Acetaminophen is the active ingredient in
Tylenol and several other overthe-counter
medications.
As with all
medications,
you should
use it cautiously. But if
you stick to
the
guidelines, there's
little need to
worry.
AcetaminBy
Dr. Anthony ophen controls pain and
Komaroff
fever; it is an
important drug for controlling
chronic pain. But taking too much
acetaminophen can damage the
liver. In extreme cases, this liver
damage can require a liver transplant, or even cause death.
For the average healthy adult,
the recommended maximum dose
is no more than 4,000 milligrams
(mg) per day from all sources.
Some of my patients who regularly take between 3,000 mg and
4,000 mg have had abnormalities
of the liver that show up on blood
tests. I think their livers are particularly sensitive to acetaminophen. So I recommend that all
my patients try to stay below
3,000 mg per day. If they need
more than that for adequate pain
relief, I monitor their liver tests
carefully.
There are many pills available
over-the-counter that contain acetaminophen -- more than 600 products. This includes many pain pills
and sleep-aid pills. F6r any nonprescription medicines that you
take regularly, be sure to check
the bottle to see if it contains
acetaminophen, and how much.

Dr. Komaroff

Horoscope

SUDOKU
Sucloku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with

9

Murray

NWIBE YOU C.CxJLD 5UST 1-EU- ME)
WWI NE WAS ViElsIzit.16, 014
oxietaut SomE1111NG Olca-COLOREO
AND STICX-Y.

NO, I JUST SAO I WAS 2
DONE WORKING ON THEM

The combination of these pills
plus regular acetaminophen pills
can nudge you into the red zone
If you have concerns, ask your
doctor how much acetaminophen
you should be able to tolerate
safely. And check with your doctor if you need to take acetaminophen regularly for chronic pain.
Here are some general precautions for avoiding an accidental
overdose:
-- Cold and flu remedies count.
When you reach for an over-thecounter cough, cold or flu product, look at the label. Does it
contain acetaminophen?
-- Know the dose of your pills.
Acetaminophen pills available over
the counter may contain 325, 500
or 650 mg of the drug. On my
website, AskDoctorK.com,I've put
a table showing how often and
how much you can safely take
of each dose.
-- Stick to recommended doses.
Don't be tempted to take more
than the recommended dose. Take
only as much as you need. Try
not to exceed 3,000 mg a day if
possible.
-- Go easy on the alcohol:
Drinking alcohol causes the liver
to convert more of the acetaminophen you take into toxic byproducts.
-- Know if your medications
interact. Ask your doctor if any
of your prescription medications
could interact badly with acetaminophen.
Non-prescription
medicines
available over the counter are generally safe when taken as directed on the bottle. But that doesn't mean that they're safe in any
amount.
About 10 years ago, the sister of a close colleague was having terrible back pain and took
8,000 mg per day of acetaminophen for several days. It caused
liver failure, from which she died.
Respect the directions on all overthe-counter medicines. They are
there for a reason.

W

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for personal issue. You might realize that the.timing is not right for
Saturday, April 12,2014:
This year you enter a period a discussion at this point.
where you want to accomplish a Information will come forward.
lot. If you are single, it is CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Wherever you go, you
impossible for a relationship to
.could end up in a lengthy conblossom when you are focused versation. You even might irritate
on other matters. If you are a child or loved one with your
attached,?he two of you need to socializing. This person will want
make fun plans for the summer. to have your attention, so make
VIRGO sometimes irritates you that a high priority.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
with details.
*** You could feel pushed by
The Stars Show the Kind of a money matter. You know your
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; limits, and you understand what
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; needs to happen. Unfortunately,
a family member might not see
I-Difficult
eye to eye with you.
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your intuition does not ***** You might be more
match up with what you are see- determined than you realize, and
ing. You could go back and forth that attitude could be pushing
when deciding which view to fol- others away. Try to loosen up
low. A partner will offer several and be more open to others'
options that could change your Suggestions. Not everything
perspective.
needs to happen your way.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** Your ingenuity will take *** You still could be overreyou down an interesting path, if acting to someone you care
you decide to go. A partner or about. Be aware of what another
loved one might present a differ- person needs, and be willing to
ent view -- perhaps one that is respond appropriately. Still, you
not as bold as yours. You could might need to take a personal
be at a standstill.
day away from the daily grind.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
*** You will want to make a **** A loved one is so charmdecision regarding a domestic or ing that you might feel inclined to

bend to his or her will. Though
you might have other plans, you
probably should cancel them.
Sometimes a person needs to
follow his or her heart.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec. 21)
**** You might feel pressured
once more to visit with a family
member. Consider what would
happen if you were to do what
you wanted. You can't keep giving without having some "you"
time.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** What might seem like an
excellent plan could have its
faults. Pull back and look at the
pros and cons of having someone from a distance visit you.
Make a choice that you feel
comfortable with.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** You'll have a chance to
really enjoy a close frier*
Screen your calls, and make is
day just for the two of you. CalEh
up on news; and enjoy a favorite
mutual pastime. This person is
very important to you; time
together means a lot.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be more forthright in
sharing what you feel. A friend
might feel as if he or she is in
control. An offer could take you
away from your normal life. Take
a lot of time to think through a
decision.

Early in t
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Crosswords

YOU RE WATCHING 'STEEL
MAGNOLIAS' AGAIN?

PLEASE OK, JUST TELL ME
LEAVE WHAT EYE MI5T.
IF YOU'RE
NOT GOING

TO WATCH.

FOR CRYING
OUT LOUP/

GoP1 FtF 1 IE L_Cloc•-•>
WALKING IN THE RAIN
13 SO RCVMNTIC

THAT'S I YEAH, BUT THERE'S
NOT AS
LESS CHANCE OF A
LIGHTNING STRIKE ,
ROmANTIC

RUNNING THROUGH THE
SPRINKLERS IS FUN, TOO

5CORE ONE

.617111
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PEANUT-Soft,
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1
6
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
20
22
23
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
38
40
43
44
45
46
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
21
23
24
25
27
30

Eastern prince
White's colleague
Dodge
Entertain
Washroom sight
Squander
Fling
Jazz legend Getz
Shows sorrow
In need of directions
Calamity
In one way or another
Early Mexican
"Skyfall" singer
It follows the last quarter
Phone bug
Chow
Present
Church response
Soft mineral
Ultimate
Routine parts
Less than right
Turn aside
Stopwatch button
Hear again
Yank's foe
According to
"Keep this secret"
Sonora sendoff
Chick tenders
Shop tool
Stockpiled
Precisely what's needed
Nick and Nora's dog
Cutting
Letters before pitch or mo
Symbol of grace
Seep
Mideastern nation
Glasgow native
Norwegian king
Showed sorrow
Issue
East, in Germany

33
34
35
37
39
41
42

Fielder's aid
Miles off
Cats' quarries
Cracked
Rent out
Make mistakes
Messy room

Calloway
the gam
scored.
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SAM SHEFFER / MSU Athethcs
Racer J.J. Francis pitched both games Thursday afternoon, snagging wins in each to improve to 6-2 on the
year.
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Early in the top of the second inning, Calloway pinch runner Megan Greer beat a hard throw from second base's Haley
Glynn to keep the run going and put the Lady Lakers up 2-0. Calloway would go on to score three more runs to make
it 5-0 before holding on to win 7-4 in the first installment of the softball Crosstown Classic.

CALLOWAY
TAKES FIRST
CROSSTOWN IN
III'! FEST
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EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
Calloway's leadoff Ashlyn Stalls scored the first run of
the game Thursday and finished 3-for-4 with two runs
scored.

In the waning Thursday daylight. Scott Tucker and his Lady
Tigers (5-5) were looking for
timely hits, akin to the ones Troy
Webb and his Lady Lakers (4-5)
had just used to make it a 7-4
game.
A deep double from heart-ofthe-order Morghen Turley
smelled of a late seventh-inning
rally in the first installment of
the lady softball Crosstown
Classic, but it wouldn't be the
case.
Calloway's Laken Kelso
snuffed out the light — forcing
out the side for the complete
game win, and she would finish
with six strikeouts, while scattering 10 hits and four runs —
zero earned.
The Lady Lakers scored on
Prestley Blane in the top of the
first, as leadoff Ashlyn ., Stalls
roped a double down the thirdbase line and took third on a

Ilth 10-plus hit performance of
the season in game two with 1 1 .
The Racers also had a flawless
day in the field as they committed no errors, compared to three
by Evansville.
Mo Ramsey had a big afternoon for MSU, as she went 5for-7 on the day. including a perfect 3-for-3 in game two. She
also finished the day with two
, RBIs. two runs, a walk and a
stolen base.
Two Racers went yard on the
afternoon with Jessica Twaddle
launching her third of the season
in the first game and Mallory
Young getting her first collegiate home run in the second.
Other MSU players with notable
performances
were
Alexa
Becker, who went 1 -for-3 with

The Murray State softball
team swept a doubleheader with
regional . rival
Evansville
Thursday at Racer Field with
identical 9-3 scores in each
game.
bunt from Danielle Potts.
Evansville (15-21)jumped out
Kristen Kelly brought her
to
an early lead in 3-1 lead in
home on a shallow single to
right to open the scoring, 1-0, game one, but Murray State all
but put the game 'away in the
before Blane forced out Kelsey
third when it scored seven runs
Douglas and Peyton Garland to
on six hits. A seven-spot was
end the inning.
also the Racers' key to game
Blane was chased from the
two, this time accomplishing it
mound in the second inning after
in the second, as they won the
the Lady Lakers loaded the
second by the same score as the
bases and Stalls hit a hard
first, 9-3.
grounder to Haley Glynn at secMurray State (21-18) 'outhit
ond base. Glynn looked for the the Purple Aces, 18-17, on the
force out at home, but it wasn't afternoon including posting its
•See RACERS, 12
in time,and pinch runner Megan
Greer scored.
Tucker subbed in Savannah
HUNTING & OUTDOORS
Grogan, who struck out Potts to
open her outing. A walk to Kelly
made it 3-0, however, before a
shallow single from Douglas
brought home two more to break
it open,5-0.
"Prestley was having trouble
getting ahead, and in that situaSpecial to the Ledger
tion you start throwing strikes
that are a little bigger than they
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Hunters could have the long winter to thank
need to be," Tucker said after for what is shaping up to be a good start to Kentucky's statewide
the game. "In the second inning spring wild turkey season, which opens Saturday, April 12, and runs
they started getting a hit here, a through May 4.
hit there and the pitches were up
"The timing of the first peak in gobbling and our season opener
a little, and by the time I could should be pretty close this year because the long winter somewhat
get her out of there the bases delayed the arrival of spring," said Steven Dobey, wild turkey prowere full for Savannah.
gram coordinator for the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife
"I was proud of the kids, Resources.
though. We chipped away, we
Often the peak gobbling period falls before the season opener,

Wild turkey season
opens Saturday

U See CROSSTOWN,12

•See WILD TURKEY, 12

PREP BASEBALL: ST. MARY 6, CALLOWAY CO.0

Vikings plunder Lakers
9

10

31

4

4

locating and hitting spots," head
coach Zach Hobbs said after the
game."They're some of the best
pitchers in the region and did a
really good job. We're going to
have to get better at the plate if
we're going to beat teams like
that."
MARLOWE
EDWARD
By
Calloway's Bryce Orr threw
Sports Writer
strikes on 70 percent of his
Looking to keep it going at pitches while striking out six
home, the Calloway County and walking three behind a
Lakers ran into a tough pitching tough curveball, but it wasn't
staff from St. Mary Thursday enough.
St. Mary made it 2-0 late in the
night, losing 6-0.
Nick fifth inning when Davis Sims
pitchers
Vikings
Eggemeyer, Matthew and John laid down a tight bunt in front of
Higgins and Austin Shaw com- Calloway's catcher Caleb
bined to throw a one-hit shutout, Brannon. The throw from home
striking out 13 and walking five to first was wide, putting two on
the bases after John Darnell had
along the way.
singled to centerfield.
just
really
a
"Their pitchers did
struck out Ross Whitaker
Orr
balance,
off
us
good job keeping

ST. MARY STAFF
COMBINES FOR
ONE-HITTER ON
LAKERS

and was one pitch from striking
out St. Mary's Bryan Johnson to
end the inning, but he pushed his
third pitch past third base for an
RBI single.
The Lakers mounted a threat
in the bottom of the fifth — Blake
Schanbacher and Ryan Fraher
both struck out before leadoff
Connor Wagner took a fourpitch walk and Laker centerfielder
Damn
Satterwhite
launched a deep single into centerfield to.put runners at first and
second.
Sattenvhite's hit was the only
one of the night for the Lakers,
as Wade Carter was forced into a
fly out to left field to end the
inning.
After 102 pitches in five
innings. Hobbs looked to relies
•See CALLOWAY, 12

F DWARF) MARLOWE I PdC)Pr A Timps
Calloway's Bryce Orr held the mound for the Lakers Thursday night, pitching five solid
Innings by giving up just four hits and two runs — zero earned — while fanning six. On'
had a particularly strong curveball working for him most of the evening.
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THE MASTERS
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Haas leads; Scott, Watson 1 back
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) — No
nerves. No worries. Adam Scott
never knew the opening round at
Augusta National could be so
enjoyable.
With his green jacket upstairs in
the locker room for Masters
champions, Scott made only one
bad swing that cost him two shots
in a round of 3-under 69. It was
the lowest opening score by a
defending champion in 13 years,
and it left Scott one shot behind
leader Bill Haas on an otherwise
demanding day.
"It was really how you hope to
come out and play at any major,
and especially the Masters," Scott
said. "And there's no doubt winning the Masters last year had me
a little more comfortable on the
first tee than I've ever been in the
past, because I didn't have the
legs shaking and nerves jangling
for six or seven holes like usual."
Haas, with a rich family history
at Augusta that includes a green
jacket for his great uncle Bob
Goalby, settled down after an
opening bogey with a collection
of good birdie puns and an 8-iron
to 5 feet for birdie on the 18th for
a68.
It was the first time in 18 majors
that Haas has had the lead after
any round. That only gets him a
crystal vase for the low round of
the day at the Masters. Haas
knows better than to put too much
stock into what happens
Thursday. He was leading after
the opening round in Houston last
week and tied for 37th.
"There's tons of golf left," he
said.
Only one first-round leader in
the last 30 years has gone on to
win the Masters.
Former Masters champion
Bubba Watson, who slipped that
green jacket on Scott last year,
played his first bogey-free round

in a major since the 2009 US.
Open and shot a69.So did Louis
Oosthuizen, whom Watson beat
in a playoff at Augusta.
They were the only players to
break 70,the fewest for an opening round at the Masters since
2007.
"No one is really going crazy
out there in perfect,perfect conditions," Graeme McDowell said
after fighting to salvage a 72.
But there was something about
the way Scott played that grabbed
most of the attention on such a
gorgeous spring day in the South.
Golf has been waiting for a star to
take control all year, even more
without Tiger Woods at Augusta
for the first time in 20 years
because of back surgery.
Scott was in control of his emotions and his game all day —
except for once.
Walking over to the heart of
Amen Corner,the fans behind the
12th tee rose in unison to cheer
the champ..
"The memory that will stick
with me forever today was walking up to the 12th tee and everyone getting out of their seats as I
approached there," Scott said. "It
was great,the level of respect that
everyone has for this golf tournament and what happens here.
"But then," he said with a smile,
"I went and hit it in the water."
Scott's tee shot bounced off the
front slope and into Rae's Creek
— amazingly, he said it was his
first shot into the water on that
hole — and he made double
bogey to fall out of the outright
lead. He picked up a birdie on the
14th, and three-putted for par on
both the par 5s on the back nine.
Still, there were few complaints.
Augusta National officials
knew this would be a gentle day
of weather, and it was clear they
made sure the course was anything but that. The hole locations
were severe for an opening round.

With endless sunshine,the greens
became firmer and quicker by the
hour.
So many others paid the price.
Jason Dufner took a quadruplebogey 9 on the 13th hole with
only one penalty shot. The worst
of his woes was a wedge from the
drop area that didn't even make it
to the creek. He wound up with
an 80 in his first round in a major
PGA
winning
the
since
Championship last summer.
He was in good company. Phil
Mickelson had a pair of is on his
card for the first time in five years
at a major,and his 76 matched the
highest opening round at Augusta
for the three-time Masters chainpion. U.S. Open champion Justin
Rose shot 40 on the front and
scrambled for a 76.
Jason Day had a 75 in his first
event in six weeks.
Vijay Singh also opened with a
69 when he was the defending
champion in 2001, but that was
different. Conditions were easier
that year, and Singh was four
shots behind:On this day,only 19
players broke par.
Jimmy Walker, Kevin Stadler
and Jonas Blixt — among the
record 24 newcomers to the
Masters — were in the group at
70. The group at 71 included
Jordan
young (20-year-old
Spieth) and old (54-year-old Fred
Couples), and a former No. I in
Rory McIlroy.
"It was just on one of those days
it was tough to get it close to the
hole," McIlroy said. "Anything
under par today was a good
score."
And it felt even better when one
of those scores belonged to a
Masters champion — in this case,
two of them. Watson was asked
about his comfort level at
Augusta.
"The comfort level is knowing
you have a green jacket already,"
he said.

•Crosstown...
From Page 11
get it 5-3. and it's unfortunate
they scored two right in the top
of the next inning, and it gets
you down, but the kids we
fought. We've got to get the bats
going at the right time - get
those clutch hits."
For the Lady Lakers,Thursday
night was just an extension of a
week's worth of practice and
nearly two weeks without a livegame situation.
"I'm just very proud of us
being off nearly two, three
weeks to come out and be
focused," Webb said after the
win. -We've been practicing
swinging the bats this week and
it really showed.

Murray Ledger & Time,

"If everybody is focused all of single through third to make it 7the time, we're going to be 3 before Grogan struck out
alright. I think we played about Adyson Scott to end the frame.
as good a game as we have all
Stalls and K. Kelso led the
year long, and we've just got to Lady. Lakers with three hits,
continue that into the weekend
while Murray's Bayleigh Blanc,
and we'll win another game."
and Caitlin Mollette each
Turley
Murray made it 5-3 in the bothits.
two
had
tom of the third when Rachel
and
Kelly
Calloway's
right
into
single
a
Todd dropped
and Shelby Moss shellacked a Murray's Moss each had two
two-run double into deep right.
RBI to lead their squads.
Calloway would answer right
Murray plays Henry County at
back in the top of the fourth - home tonight at 5:30 p.m. and
Potts hit a sharp grounder to
again Saturday at noon against
short and beat the throw before
Caldwell County.
Kelly and Douglas each singled
The Lady Lakers hit the road
bases.
the
load
to
Garland hit a fielder's choice this weekend for a tournament in
to first and Kayli Kelso pushed a Clarksville, Tenn.

From Page 11
two runs, a walk and a stolen
base in the opener, and Casey
Castile, who was 2-for-4 with a
run and a RBI in the finale.
JJ. Francis picked up both
wins for Murray State on the
afternoon, improving to 6-2 the
season by tossing the final four
frames of each game. She gave
up just one run on six hits with
five strikeouts while limiting
opponents to a .214 average
over eight full innings.
ill return to
Murray State w\t
weekend
OVC action on t
when it travels to larksville to
take on Austin Peay in a threegame set. First pitch is scheduled for noon on both Saturday
and Sunday, with the second
game on Saturday set to begin
immediately following the first.

tel
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NBA Menai
AN Times EST
Thursday's Games
San Antonio 109. Doles 100
Denver 100, Golden State 99
criders Games
Washington at Orlando, 7 p.m.
New York at Toronto. 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Brooldyn. 7:30 p.m
Charlotte at Boston. 7130 p.m
Indiana at Miami. 7:30 p.m.
Detroit at Chicago,8 p.m.
Houston at MIMOS0111, 8 p.m.
New Orisons at Oklahoma City, 8 p.m.
Philadelphia at Memphis,8 p.m
Cleveland at Milwaukee, 8:30 p.m.
Phoenix at San Antonio. 8:30 p.m.

Portland at Utah, 9 p.m.
Golden Slats at LA. Laken, 10:30 p.m.
Saturday's Games
Sacramento at L.A. Clippers, 3:30 p.m.
Milwaukee at Washington. 7 p.m.
Philadelphia at(Aube*,7 p.m.
Boston at Cleveland, 7:30 p.m.
Miwni at Adandi, 7:30 p.m.
New Orleans at Houston, 8 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 8:30 p.m
Utah at Denver,9 p.m.

IIII Wild turkey...
From Page 11
affording gobblers time to breed
hens before they could potentially fall prey to a hunter. The late
break in the weather this year sets
up an ideal scenario across much
of the state with breeding activity
- and the gobbling that goes with
it - approaching a crescendo.The
birds haven't been disturbed and
should be more responsive to a
hunter's call.
Last spring, Kentucky outpaced all surrounding states in
the number of birds harvested per
square mile. Hunters reported
taking 32,498 wild turkeys for an
average of 0.82 per square mile,
placing Kentucky slightly ahead
of neighboring Tennessee
"We're having this great success while doing so in a pretty
narrow window of opportunity,"
Dobey said. "It reflects the large
geographic area in which we
have turkeys. People can go to
almost any area in the state and
have good success in the spring."
Approximately 90,000 people
hunt wild turkeys in Kentucky
and each is allowed a limit of two
bearded birds during the spring
season. Any combination of male
turkeys, or female turkeys with
visible beards, may be included
in the season limit. No more than
one bird may be taken per day.
Shooting'hours are 30 minutes
before sunrise to 30 minutes.after
sunset, but hunters can be in the
field before or after shooting
hours.
The Green River Region,
encompassing 25 counties in the
south-central part of the state,traditionally produces the highest
harvest totals.
It accounted for 32 percent of
all birds taken in 2013, with
hunters in the Southeast Region
coming in second with 24 percent of the annual spring harvest.
This trend has continued this
year as hunters in the Green

River Region accounted for
approximately 36 percent of
birds taken during the spring
youth-only hunting weekend that
ended this past Sunday.
The region's mix of forested
land and agricultural fields
makes it ideal for wild turkeys.
Dobey said.
"When you incorporate the
agricultural component, that
jumps it up to another level
because there's a whble other
source of food out there that isn't
as readily available to turkeys in
some other regions," he said.
Kentucky's wild turkey flock
numbered around 130,000 birds
when restoration efforts ended in
1997 and the population is estimated to have grown to about
220,000 birds statewide.
Spring harvest totals have
exceeded 32,000 birds each year
since a record 36,097 were taken
in 2010.
A spike in reproduction in 2008
is a driving factor behind the
increased hunter success in
recent seasons, but reproduction
on the whole has been classified
as moderate to poor for several
years.
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife is
participating in an ongoing
research study looking into
declines in wild turkey reproduction in the southeastern United
States. The study's findings will
guide nianagement efforts across
the region.
"Most, if not all, southeastern
states have observed declines in
our summer brood surveys,"
Dobey said. "It's not unique to
Kentucky. Rather, it's a regional
trend that all of us are curious
*nut what could be causing
this."
An uptick in reproduction was
observed last year in Kentucky.
The average number of young
turkeys (poults) per hen in 2013
was 1.9, up from 1.8 the year

before.
Still, wildlife managers will be
monitoring Kentucky's spring
turkey season closely after seeing
a decline in the fall harvest. The
2013-14 fall season take of 2,671
turkeys represented a 39 percent
drop over the previous fall harvest.
The fall turkey season can be
somewhat tricky to analyze.
Typically, about 70 percent of the
birds are taken by shotgun and
the shotgun season is comprised
of two, seven-day periods that
only include two weekends. Bad
weather or even a major sporting
event can keep hunters from
going into the field.
"It's something we'll watch,"
said Karen Waldrop, wildlife
division director for Kentucky
Fish and Wildlife. "It's not
alarming. The weather during
that time was not ideal. But we
will keep an eye on the spring
harvest, which is probably a better indicator because low success
during the fall season could be
attributable to hunter participation. Nobody misses spring season."
Hunters are encouraged to consult the 2014 Kentucky Spring
Hunting Guide before heading
into the field in search of a boss
gobbler. It is available online at
fw.ky.gov and includes information about current regulations,
licenses and permits, legal equipment, safety tips and more.
Kevin Kelly is a staff writerfor
Kentucky Afield magazine, the
official publication of the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources. He is an
avid angler with a passion for
muskellunge and stream fishing.
Get the latestfrom Kevin and the
entire Kentucky Afield staff by
following them on Twitter:
@kyafield.

two-run double to put the take responsibility for that
From Page 11
tonight," Hobbs continued.
Vikings up 4-0.
er Lofton Pigg to keep it close.
have them ready to go
"We'll
grounder
a
pushed
Sims
Davis
He struck out Jacob Long to
get some. ground-ball
(today),
base
shortstop/third
the
through
open the sixth, but J. Higgins hit
in.
work
one
with
•
bases
the
load
to
gap
an infield single on a misplay
"We just weren't focused. I
from both Pigg and Carter trying out, but Ross Whitaker belted a
we got a little caught up in
think
to
field
left
to
fly
sacrifice
deep
to corral the ball.
at home and being excited
being
intenwas
Johnson
5-0.
it
make
down
bunt
a
M. Higgins laced
in nice weather.
playing
and
bases
the
load
to
walked
tionally
took
then
line,
the third-base
it and get it
on
We'll
work
but
plate,
any
at
play
a
make
to
to
looked
Pigg
when
second
third base for the tag out on J. Pigg hit Eggemeyer to push fixed."
The Lakers face Davies's
another run across for the final
Higgins.
County tonight at a new time of
Both were safe, and St. Mary's 6-0 score.
"We made some mistakes that 5 p.m., with Wagner set to take
Ben Hopper cranked a double
down the right field line for a we typically don't make,and I'll the mound.
*Or'
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Light the Way
to a Cure!

MAY
FOR LIFE

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., April 18,2014 - 9:30 p.m.
MSU's Expo Center
Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
luminaria
Light a
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminarias will
line the track and be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 9:30 p.m. on May 3. Please join us
for this special event!
0 In Honor of:

0 In Memory of:

(Please use oneform per person)
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Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

0 Cash 0 Check made payable to American Cancer Society
0 No acknowledgment necessary or 0 Send acknowledgment card to:
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Enter to win prizes!

Special 2-Day Sale!'
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Relay For Life,2208 Brookhaven Dr., Murray,KY 42071
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